New security policy in place

SELFSTUDY

SUBCOMMITTEE
LOOKS AT FIRSTYEAR EXPERIENCE

By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

By CHELSEA EAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

The transition to college is filled
rtiih excitement , tear, anxiety and
tfullenge. Arriving on Mayflower
Hill is no exception. As part of the
[accreditation process, a subcommitice looked into the transition to Colby
and how the first-year experience—
lam) orientation onward—sets the
lone for the social and academic climate on campus. The committee 's
report was recently released , along
with other materials, in preparation
lor ihe visit from a team of peer evaluators who were on campus from
Sunday Nov. 4 through Wednesday
Nov. 6.
The committee reviewed a variety
ut data resources including the results
lit the AlcoholEdu.com survey, surveys on social life, qualitative interviewswith 36 members of the class of
2010 made possible by a grant from
ihe Teagle Foundation and the Higher
Education Data Sharing (HEDS)
senior survey, among other sources.
\ theme that ran throug hout the
y was that "dver time, there 's
self-Stud
been an increasing gap between social
lilc of students and academics,"
Professor of Economics and Chair of
the committee Michael Donihue said.
'Tins gap] manifests in different
wavs—some good, some bad." The
committee wants to see less of a gap
and looked at orientation as a way to
Tid ge this gap.
Donihue said that the Colby
Outdoor Orientation Trips (COOT)
have "evolved into a socialization
function rather than an introduction to
social as well as academic life at
Colby Last year the Goldfarb Center
fur Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement ran a pilot program with
Ihe Good Works Project and the
Institute for Global Ethics. After participating in various workshops ,
Donihue saw the experience as something that might work well as a component of the first-year orientation.
With a new dean of students and the
approachin g reaccreditation process,
file College was provided the opportunity to try something different. "It
¦night be one of the most promising
tiiiiatives at Colby in a long time,"
Donihue said.
Arriving to work at the College in
iv fall of 2006, Vice President for
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhunc said that he was "struck
b) the absence of faculty in the onenJtK 'ii program and the absence of a
bcused piece that was intellectually
based and based in the academic
Experience." This fall , instead of
Wiving on campus and immediately
departing on COOT the following
morning, first-years spent their first
' I day on campus listening to a
r-nel of recent graduates reflecting
n 'heir college experience and a
pmel of faculty describing their
-xp.ctations for students. First-years
' ire broken into small groups with
-vulty members and COOT leaders
interview each other, discuss ethi¦I scenarios and discuss personal
Rsays the first-years had written prior
irnval on campus considering the
^L.>iion "What is good work?"
lerhune said that feedback about
" <-" changes had been generally posi¦L adding that "there isn 't anyone
*'h i doesn 't think we can 't fine-tune
Continued on Page 2
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College unveils new approac h to student lif e
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

At the request of President William
D. Adams in the summer of 2006, Vice
President of Student Affairs and Dean
of Students Jim Tcrhune began an
inquiry into student affairs—an investigation which became the foundation
for Colby 360: a two-tiered approach
to student affairs which rests on the
central princi ple that learning on campus should extend beyond the classroom into all aspects of the college
experience.
In creating the proposal for Colby
360, many aspects of student life were
reviewed , including first-year and
senior surveys, athletic surveys, diversity reports, the reports of the reaccredidation subcommittees on transition
to and transition from the College {See
article, page left) and First-Year
Orientation/COOT evaluation data. In
concurrence with the surveys, the
review included the examination of
other student affairs programs as they
exist currently at similar institutions in
NESCAC, formal and informal conversations with enrolled students and
staff development work with an outside consultant.
THE PHILOSOPHY

The philosophy behind Colby 360
is analogous to that of the Dean of
Students ' Office: to "provide instruction , advice, and support to help stu-

dents become critical thinkers , effective communicators, ethical leaders,
engaged citizens, and creators of
knowledge with broad exposure to,
and understanding of human difference and diversity. " As Terhunc
explained , the program's purpose is
not to change student life on campus
in a very dramatic and immediate
fashion, but rather to allow for a more
deliberate planning of student life.
Under Colby 360, students will find

tion—one that focuses on specific
skills and learning outcomes-and indicates various examples of ways in
which campus policies may change to
achieve these desired goals; the second tier outlines the organizational
and management aspect—a summary
of what has already changed, or may
become different in the future with the
onset of Colby 360, such that the program can be sufficiently supported by
administrators.
DEVELOPING LIFE SKILLS

...learning on
campus should
extend beyond
the classroom
into all aspects
of the college
experience.
that various aspects of student life will
be nominally altered, so that these elements function as a proponent for the
development of life skills. According
to a draft of the Colby 360 plan , the
execution of the overarching philosophy will be two-fold: the first tier of
the plan provides for a new model of
residential and co-curricular educa-

As the program is laid out, Colby
360 sets five specific learning outcomes as goals for student affairs: the
development of life skills , the appreciation of and engagement with diversity and human difference, the
understanding of democracy and civic
responsibility, the promotion of wellness and healthy lifestyle choices and
the development of leadershi p skills in
time with the 21st century. In establishing these objectives, the Dean of
Students ' Office has thought up various examples of policy change that
could potentially be implemented in
the future to further the ideals of the
360 program. As noted by Tcrhune, it
is this aspect of Colby 360 where student input is essential: "As students
get a greater sense of ownership in this
program... students will begin to shape
more of this themselves." One example of a potential policy change con-

On Nov. I , the College began a
pilot program wherein security officers will now record interactions with
students which they believe may lead
to the generation of an incident report.
According to a recent email sent to the
student body by Vice President of
Student Affairs and Dean of Students
Jim Terhune, "the primary objective
of the incident recording program is to
improve the tenor of interactions
between students and campus security
officers and to encourage a greater
level of respect and cooperation on
both sides."
Althoug h the idea had been under
discussion before the year began ,
"certain incidents at the beginning of
the year moved the discussion towards
Student
concrete
[action],"
Government Association President
Nicholas Cade '08 said. Beginning as
an informal discussion between Cade,
Terhune and SGA Vice President
Jeffrey Mullins '08, the idea was

eventually presented as a formal
motion to the College Affairs
Committee.
In accordance with the parameters
surrounding the trial program , security officers will turn on their devices
only when addressing an incident
which is "going to require a call to the
Dean 's office." Assistant Director of
Security Jeffrey Coombs said.
Students will be told the interaction is
being recorded, and after the interaction is completed the recording device
will be turned off . Furthermore .
Mullins emphasized that the recordings will be "deleted after a week, and
only used if cither a member of
Security or a student approaches the
Dean 's office regarding a problem or
dispute. " If records were to be subpoenaed by a court , however, the college would be legally bound to turn
the recordings over. Cade and Mullins
both asserted, however, that they
found this situation hig hl y unlikely.
This is seen as the "way to most
accuratel y gauge the tone of eonversaContinued on Page 2

Mules tame Ephs in the rain

Continued on Page 3

Students attend environmental conference in D.C
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

Last weekend students drove down
from the Hill to the University of
Maryland at College Park for Power
Shift 2007 , the first-ever national
youth climate summit. The convention
served to promote three specific goals:
to make the U.S. Presidential candidates and Congress take global warming seriously, to empower a diverse
network of young leaders and to
inspire a geographically diverse body
of individuals to join the cause.
According to the event 's website,

"Power Shift 2007 [seeks to] inspire ,
engage and empower a generation of
young people to create a fresh, positive
and inspiring vision of the future, a
future focused on our potential to overcome the challenges of the 21 st century, build a clean energy economy,
achieve energy independence...and
will arm a generation of young people
to learn how to use the [days until the
next Presidential election] to ensure
that in 2009, we pass a powerful ,
national plan to stop global warming."
The weekend's schedule was packed
with panels, workshops, career fairs,
speeches and movie screenings-—all of
which culminated on Nov. 5 at noon
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Thousands assembled over the weekend to protest on Capitol West Lawn.

INSIDE

with a rally on U.S. Capitol West Lawn
at Pennsy lvania and First Street, NW.
The daytime events on Saturday
centered on various panel discussions
which detailed topics ranging from
how climate impacts global security,
cities which have taken action on
global warming locally and corporate
environmental responsibility. One lecture in particular , "Green Your
School" drew a large crowd in discussing how "greening" the schools of
America is an effective way to significantly reduce carbon dioxide emissions in the United States and address
societal concerns such as climate and
health in tandem . Another panel, "The
Future of International Climate
Policy: U.S. Participation , Ensuring
Equity, and the Role of the
Develop ing World," discussed the
need for global intervention and
response on the issue of climate
change. Panelists discussed the Kyoto
Protocol , which the United States has
refused to ratify and raised questions
such as "Will the U.S. re-engage in
these critical international negotiations'.'" They also discussed expectations from countries like China and
India , which in response to their fastdevelop ing economies, have been
brought to the forefront of global environmental discussion. On Saturday
evening, thousands gathered for
speeches by Green Party activist
Ralph Nader and U.S. Speaker of the
House Nancy Pelosi , among others.
Continued on Page 2
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Mule defenders break up a p a s son tf ieir way to victory,for more seepage 12.

REACCREDITATIONTEAM HOLDS OPEN MEETING
By CHELSEAEAKIN
MANAGING EDITOR

Faculty, staff and students gathered
on Monday in the Parker Reed Room
of
the
Schair-Swenson-Watson
Alumni Center to ask questions of and
voice concerns to the visiting accreditation team of eight peer cvaluators.
An open meeting is required as part of
the team 's visit. Between twenty and
thirty people were in attendance ,
which Chair of the team Robert Oden.
president of Carleton College , said
was a relatively impressive number.
After arriving on campus Sunday,
the team had dinner with trustees and
prepared to meet with faculty, students
and
administrators
through
Wednesday. Following their assessment, the team will write a report
describing what it sees as the
College's strengths and weaknesses
and will make recommendations for
how the institution can improve its
operations.
Whipple-Coddmgton Professor of
Geology and Department Chair
Robert Gastaldo brought up issues
surrounding the process of promotion

Continued on Page 2
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and tenure at the College. He questioned the time frame for promotion
and tenure (one year) when he said,
"in my opinion this is too early to
make a decision on full professorship." He also questioned whether
individuals who do not hold full professorshi p should be able io vole their
peers to a position of full professorship, which is currently now the case.
He noted that often those elccled to
serve on the promotion and tenure
committee have onl y recently been
tenured themsehes and questioned
their ability and experience, as young
professors, lo make those decisions.
Furthermore, he pointed to the fact
that it is not possible to \ iew the
dossiers of recently promoted faculty
and thus it is difficult to evaluate an
individuals eli gibility in comparison
to his or her peers . '"[The promotion
and tenure committee] should be
allowed to see dossiers of successful
promotions ," he said.
Sophomore Jian Lann Chang spoke
on behalf of the student-led group
Campus Conversations on Race
(CCOR) say ing that there is a lack of
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CONFERENCE: Thousands assemble on Capitol West Lawn to protest i MEETING: Visiting
team answers questions, hears comment
Continued From Page 1

Of Nader 's speech , Tom Bollier ' I I
said, "He 's reall y good at keeping the
crowd nled up because he 's a really
good speaker. It was kind of a rant
about everything but it was really
articulate and well thought out I think
it was good for students to hear what
he had to say though, especially
because most peop le these days don 't
know about what Ralp h Nader has
done preceding the 2000 election."
However, not all students from the
College were equally impressed by
Nader 's speech. Emma Hall '10 said.
"1 thought it was a little over the top.
He kind of just attacked the entire system comp letely. When he talked about
civic responsibility I was with him ,
but he took it too far."
Sunday played host to myriad
events including many workshops, a
Career Fair, legislative briefings and
a screening of the 11th Hour, the
contemporary film about the state of

the gfobal environment narrated by
Leonardo DiCapno. The workshops
were widely attended and were classified according to tracks such as
Anti-Oppression and Diversity,
Corporate
Campus Organizing.
Fdueation ,
Campaigning,
Environmental Justice and Energy
Issues , Media and Messaging, Skills
Training and Spirituality and Faith.
Bollier attended a workshop entitled
"Sustainable Fanning & Dining on
Campus ," in which a woman from
Dickinson College spoke about Open
Sky Farm—the student-run garden
that is part of the Environmental
Studies and Science Department at
Dickinson College . Bollier said ,
"She spoke about how students can
buy a share in the farm and then get
a portion of food which is all organically grown, and they also donate a
portion to a local food bank each
week. The most interesting aspect of
the workshop was that she explained
how to start an organic farm on any
campus that can be successful and a

benefit to both the college and the
co mm unity."
The conference culminated on
Monday with a sizable rall y and
protest in front of the US Capitol
Building on the Capitol West Lawn.
Van Jones, the co-founder and executive director of the Ella Baker Center
for Human Rig hts, spoke to the crowd
about social inequality and environmental destruction. His slogan , "green
jobs , not jails " was echoed by thousands as he spoke about the need for
green economic development in urban
America.
Overall , Bollier described feeling a
true sense of inspiration and hope for
the future in leaving Power Shirt. He
said. "I met so many involved and
active peop le who arc doing a lot of
good work around the country and
around the world as well , and was
actuall y able to participate and
express my views about government
first hand. I feel like J was witnessing
the beginning of a movement because
there was so much energy."
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SECURITY: Recording devices stir discussion

minority of students who "have routinel y engaged in inappropriate behavior
H Inch hasat times been very senous and
v lolent "Furthermore, "it should be said
nons which often take place in the heat thai security works hard for our beneof the moment" Cade said, echoing fit...and it is unfortunate that so much of
Coombs who emphasized that the the debate [on student-Security rela"recordings [arc] to be used to deter- tions] revolves around this sort of thing"
mine facts " about incidents "It could Cade said, referring to interactions
prove helpful if we can identif y where between students and security sursituations have gone sour." Coombs rounding citations.
said, althoug h he
The future of the
anticipates
that
program after the
because both stutrial period is unclear.
"We both want the
dents and officers
will know thev are
program to happen
and we want it to go
being
recorded
"ev er\ one w ill be on
away," Mullins said,
their best behavior "
echoed by Cade, who
While both Cade
urged students to act
and
Mullins
responsibly
and
acknowledge
the
respectfully. On the
"visceral reaction "
Jeff Coombs flip side, however,
Assistant Director of Security
"the program is
man> students have
equall y for the benedisp layed to the
prospect of being
fit of students," Cade
recorded, especiall y regarding situations said , and "if [students] are unhappy
w hen alcohol mav be inv olv ed. they feel with the way they were treated they
that the program may greatl y benefit stu- should approach the Dean's office."
dents This will provide students with
Coombs, who said that he sits and
"concrete proof of what actuall y hap- thinks about the root of the problems
pened" which will ensure that "students between students and Security, is open
are treated fairly. " Mullins said.
to the success of the program. "It 's posAlthoug h according to Cade, the sible, however, that none of the tapes
program is intended to address a "gen- will ever be listened to ," he said,
eral breakdown in the relationship
adding that his greatest concern would
between students and security. " he be forgetting to turn it off before dristressed that there is only a small ving around and singing in his car.
Continued From Page 1

It's possible,
however, that
none of the
tapes will ever
be listened to.
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Protestors promoted the Green Jobs , Not Jails campaign, pushing f o r economic development in urban America.

Continued From Page I
open dialogue and open conversaiio
surrounding race at the College |
also noted a lack of public space
which students can assemble
masse. Using the recent Madelci
Albrig ht lecture as an example, he i)
said "these lectures , whether cc
sciously or sub-consciousl y, rcscr
conversation for a select few." Cha
said that faculty of color are unu\
represented in retention rates .
which Joan Sanzcnbacher, director
special programs and women 's a
vices, responded by noting the rjil
culty
of
finding
people
under-represented groups that warn
come live in central Maine.
Chang also said that the Collet:!
distribution requirements arc ina
sistcnt with its ideology, after bei
asked his opinion on the topic 6\ [
Alison Bycrly, provost of Middtch
College and member of the vism
team, "if wc are asked to be active c
izens . then the distribution requi
ment is not letting us choose our oi
direction ," he said.
Asked what parts of the Collegi
self-studies stood out or surpris
them, team members pointed to ;
number of students committed
sports, the seriousness with which I;
ulty are involved with colleen
responsibility, faculty dedication
teaching and the structured connt
lions that exist between trustees, f;
ulty and students. One team mem!
said that the strong connects
between trustees, faculty and stude:
is "unusual and says something ah
openness."

SELF-STUDY: Report discusses first-year orientation, advising and possible curriculum changes
Continued From Page 1
what we did so that it might be crispcr."
He said that a different version of a
similar kind of program will be part of
orientation next year and future
changes could include a civic engagement and community service component. Donihue is hopeful that faculty
will become more involved with orientation: "Overtime, faculty will increasingl y understand their role in it and its
value to them—if we can engage students intellectually early on it makes
our job a lot easier; orientation is a way
to establish this pattern." This effort to
engage students intellectually both in
and out of the classroom extends
beyond orientation and is a component
of Colby 360 (See article page one).
The committee also looked into the
pre-oricntation programs that the
College offers for international ,
ALANA {African-American, Latino ,
Asian-American or Native American)
and first-generation students. A number of the Teaglc interviewees from
the class of 2010 participated in these
programs. The committee 's report
reads, "Many say the extra help they
receive is not worth the cost of being
separated from the majority of their
class (Indeed , some ALANA students
report being questioned by classmates
and classmates' parents about why
they get "special treatment " from the
College). " The sense of the subcommittee was that "pre-orientation may
be a necessary part of the transition for
students in "special circumstances"
(e.g., international and fiist-gencration students), but may not require as
much time devoted to the effort "
Another area that the committee
focused on was identifying a common
academic experience for first-years ,
with English 115 being the closest

thing to such an experience at the
moment. Terhunc said that such an
experience could "facilitate the type of
intellectual climate on campus we are
talking about." Donihue said the committee threw around ideas about a firstyear seminar series or a core first-year
sequence, but neither seemed to go
well with the mission of the College.
"One unique feature of Colby and an
untapped opportunity is JanPlan ," he
said. "Maybe we could craft something in January for first-years , maybe
as a follow-up to the orientation experience." The committee 's report noted
that onl y 18 percent of first-year stu-

Over time,
there's been an
increasing gap
between social
life of students
and academics.
Michael Donihue
Professor of Economics

dents arc taught in January by tenured
or tenure-track Colby professors: "The
subcommittee considers this a missed
opportunity for first-year students to
forge meaning ful and long-lasting
relationships with Colby 's core faculty." Separate from the transition to
Colby group, an ad hoc committee is
looking into the question of JanPlan
generally—how it has changed over
the years, how it could improve and
whether the College should continue
the January tenn at all.
A theme that seems to run throug hout the topics of orientation , JanPlan

and develop ing an intellectually stimulating first-year curriculum is the
presence of faculty. One of the issue?
the committee focused on was firstyear advising, an area which graduating seniors rank poorl y on the HEDS
survey. The committee 's report notes
that "with the exception of 2003.
fewer than fift y percent of Colb>
seniors in the years 2002-2006 said
that they were at least generally satisfied with first-year advising, as compared to 71 percent, on average, foi
the peer school group." Most students
arrive on campus in the fall having ;
already
picked
their
courses
"...Because they have already choscr
classes, we often feci as though we art
merel y approving a process that ha;
already taken place and this is interestingl y mixed: on the one hand , ii
shows a sense of self-reliance on the
students ' part; on the other hand , the
first meeting is less academicall y oriented as wc find ourselves faced will
schedules already in place ," Associate
Professor of Eng lish and Director ol
Jewish studies Elisa M. Narin var
Court , a committee member, said
"One solution would be to cstablisl
contact with first-year students before
the term starts. When wc looked at the
orientation processes at other colleges
some of them began the advising ir l
the summer, and this kind of earl)
interaction might be a more effective
model for advising." Narin van Cour t
also said that increased faculty participation in orientation would give stu>
dents access to professors early ir
their transition.
Committee members saw the experience as an invaluable one. "It was <
great time to reflect on Colby anc
learn a lot about what is great abou
Colby," Donihue said . "One thing we
don 't always do is hi ghli ght the grca t
things and we arc doing many man;

things very well compared to oi
peers. If you read between the line
the report you discover this is a prct
amazing place ... " Narin van Cfflj
commented
on
the
procc\
"Significantl y, what I found mo
valuable , both in the transition con
mittce work and in the Teagle inte
views, was the idea of process— t)
ways in which we can change Ctxpc
tations , both ours and the student
the ways in which working togcih
and thinking about solutions and no
ways of going about things is at
going work that , if done right, is co
tinually renewed and continual !
rewarding."
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Continued From Page 1

ams students applying for leadership
positions on campus. As students must
be effective writers and hone good
verbal communication skills to be
competitive in the modern workforce,
in the future a student applying to be
on Hall Staff or to be a COOT Leader
(>r Pugh Community Board member
may be required to submit a cover lettsr and resume in which he or she
articulates his or her qualifications for
the position and presents himself or
herself as a viable and appealing candidate. Also, in an effort to support
student responsibility and the ability
lo independently solve problems, the
Advising Dean program was created
this fall—an aspect of the Colby 360
that has already been implemented. As
tftc draft reads, "Advising deans will
counsel students experiencing academic difficulty. Rather than intervening
on behalf of a student struggling in a
class, the advising dean will help the
student identify steps that can be taken
to address the problem s/he is experiencing. " Terhune noted that one of the
must desired outcomes of Colby 360
is a greater sense of individual and
collective student responsibility on
campus—a pervasive sentiment that
there will be "fewer rules and higher
expectations." "My role, and the role
of my staff, is for us to be good teachers ... to help to encourage students to
link about and reflect on what they
do here in a more beneficial way," he

said. In order to "ensure that all Colby to adding interactive elements before
students have regular, meaning ful , and or after such events wherein students
active exposure to diversity and will have to be active partici pants in
human difference in all its forms," the explorations of issues of difference."
plan proposes the creation of incentive While many of the proposed changes
programs which would result in an appear fairly standard in this context ,
increase in the "p lanning and execu- others arc more contentious. Notabl y,
tion of social and cultural events by one of the more controversial transfortwo or more student groups that nor- mations that may come about as a part
mally would not be likely to come of this program concerns housing
together.
As
selection. As the proTerhunc exp lained ,
posal states, "A
it is necessary for
group of students
students within a
seeking a particular
diverse
environhousing option may
ment to not simply
be required to submit
be exposed to divera one-page proposal
sity, but to learn to
and prepare a five
cooperate and funcminute oral presentation alongside peotion detailing why
they arc best suited
p le with different
types of learning
for that
space."
and work styles, in
According
to
preparation for the
Terhunc. this change
future. "There is a
in housing policy is
Jim Terhune not definite, and is
critical opportunity
Dean of Students
for learning here,"
currently being dishe
said.
cussed by Assistant
Furthermore , the
Dean of Students and
hope is that this
Director of Campus
type of interaction "should be some- Life Kell y Wharton and her staff.
thing that evolves." Also, in keeping
CHANGES IN ORGANIZATION
with these same themes, the Office of
AND MANAGEMENT
Campus Life will under Colby 360 be
introducing a new approach to resiThe second tier of change under
dential programming, which centers Colby 360 involves the administrative
on encouraging students living in the aspect to support the program. As
same dorm to attend lectures, perfor- indicated
by
the
p lan .
mances and cultural events as a group. "Implementation of many aspects of
"Particular emphasis [would be] given Colby 360 [have) already begun and

As students get
a greater sense
of ownership in
this program...
students will
begin to shape
more of this
themselves.

will continue into the foreseeable
future. " Administratively, the two
greatest changes this year through
Colby 360 have been the creation of
the Advising Dean Program to promote and enhance the College 's
Commitment to individual advising
of students , and the restructuring of
the newl y created Office of Campus
Life, which has been charged with
maximizing interaction between students. In addition to changes within
the administration of Student Affairs
that have already occurred , the
Division of Student Affairs has been
given 2007-2008 academic year
objectives , which advance the
themes of Colby 360. They will be
looking at alcohol and substance
abuse, diversity and human difference, student academic support ,
engaged citizenship and understanding democracy. To see ihrough these
objectives, four interdepartmental
working groups have been formed
with the intent of identif y ing items
under each objective, developing a
plan for implementation and executing the p lan. As strategies and policy changes under Colby 360
continue to expand and develop
throug h the efforts of the Dean of
Students ' office in conjunction with
other staff and student representatives. Terhunc will provide regular
updates on the status of the program
to President William D. Adams,
senior administrative stall", and the
Student Affairs Committee of the
Board of Trustees.

Other colleges driven by broad philosophies
By ELISABETH PONSOT
NEWS EDITOR

As the Dean of Students ' Office
unveils Colby 360 and the fundamental philosophical goals that
drive the program, it becomes pertinent to address colleges and universities across America that have
embraced their own overarching
ways of life—albeit , on a greater
individual level of intensity.
This atypical approach to higher
education affords students the opportunity to incorporate a particular way
of thinking into their everyday lives
in an all-encompassing and powerful
way. Curricula arc created around a
central philosop hy with student life
tweaked to engage students in the
school's particular concern or objective on a continual basis. For example, "eeo-collcgcs " will feature
personal environmental responsibility within their academic curriculum,
ask students to be active in environmental politics and protest and may
require community service with
environmental concentrations.
One college that has embraced an
overarching philosoph y is Marlboro
College of Vermont—a school
devoted to student participation.
With a student body of just 330,
each student is expected to participate directly within the institution 's

governance through monthly "town
meetings" in the dining hall , where
issues that impact students are discussed. These students are also
required to demonstrate impeccable
writing skills by their third term in a
portfolio, and will be asked to withdraw from the school if the faculty
or administration finds the work is
not up to standard. Warren Wilson
College in Ashcville , North Carolina
centers on a "triad" philosophy: academics "for the mind", work "for the
hands" and service "for the heart."
In this school whose motto reads:
"We're not for everyone... but then ,
maybe you 're not everyone," students must log 100 hours of community service, work 15 hours a week
for school , and succeed academically in order to graduate.
While the mainstream critic often
overlooks these schools , many
employ programs which students find
benefit them a great deal after graduation. According to a recent New York
Times article on the subject entitled
"Outside the Box," "Advocates [for
this type of education] say that kindling passion is what makes the
schools work. Dropouts aren 't
unheard of. but exit surveys by some
of the colleges show that many graduates feel driven, full of purpose and,
in large part, changed. You might say
the schools' philosophies have gotten
into their blood."

Check out our great college special:
From io:ooPM to Close,
Buy one Large or Extra Large pizza @ regular
menu price, get a second pizza of equal or lesser
value FREE!
Valid for pick-up or Colby College Campus deliveries only.

877-7*7*
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From lefi Seniors Christine Avena . Stephanie Bowman . Justine Ludwig and Andrei Roman, candidates f o r this year s Watson Fellowship, have submitted proposals f o r independent projects that will take them all over the world

Four students propose projects for Watson Fellowships
By ELIZABETHO'NEILL
NEWS STAFF

Last week, the College nominated
seniors Christine Avena. Stephanie
Bowman. Justine Ludwig and Andrei
Roman to enter the nationally competitive applicant pool for the Thomas J
Watson Fellowship The Watson
awards graduating students of "unusual promise" one-year grants for independent study outside the United
States. However, unlike many of its
sister scholarships, such as the
Fulbnght and the Rhodes, the Watson
does not require a community service
element or academic final project .
Fellows do not affiliate themselves
with any institution or organization
while abroad and are responsible for
creating, executing and evaluating
their own projects independently
Since 1968. the program has granted
more than 2.300 Watson Fellowship
awards, with stipends totaling more
than S29 million These selected students hope to carry on the tradition

Ever since she started riding at fivcycars-old in Marlborough. Conn..
Avena has been captivated by the relationship between humans and horses.
"My proposal has its basis in the
change we arc experiencing from animal-based
farming
to
machines...Growing up in a town that
was rapidly in transition from an agricultural environment to a suburban one
was traumatic in a way 1 can 't explain. "
Avena said. "My parents never discussed the issues surrounding why
farms were being sold to developers, it
was just something that always saddened me. " Avcna 's proposal.
"Endangered Equines: Rare Horses
and Rural Heritage." takes her through
Mongolia, the United Arab Emirates,
Spain. Argentina, the United Kingdom
and Iceland to study how rural areas
use horses for agricultural purposes
and how that role is changing as modernization continues at a rapid pace
"The goal of this proposal is to raise
awareness on a national level that horses are a great alternative to machinery
in terms of an environmental impact. 1

also want to draw attention to the
incredible shortage of large-animal veterinarians.*' Avena. a biology major,
hopes to study large animal medicine
in veterinary school in the future. If
Avena does receive a Watson, she recognizes the potential challenges she
will face.
"Loneliness will
certainly be my
constant companion
and my skills as an
equestrian will also
be tested in a variety of contexts, and
certainly my worstnightmare situation
would be taking a
hard fall."
Stephanie
Bowman hopes to
travel to a very different part of the globe for her Watson
proposal entitled "Good Works: The
Self-Assumed Role of the Protestant
Church in Latin America." If granted
the fellowship. Bowman will engage
herself with Protestant churches in

Mexico, Bolivia. Argentina and
Brazil. She plans to attend services
and participate in community programs to understand how Protestants
conceive of their own role in their
community. "My inspirations came
from my own struggles with finding a
place for my spirituality in my academic
life." Bowman said.
"1 left my Lutheran
religious
background behind in
Minnesota when 1
came
to
Colby
because 1 wanted a
purely
academic
experience. When I
went abroad junior
year, I realized that
religion can p lay an
important role in all
aspects of your life." The greatest
challenges Bowman expects to face
include not only staying focused on
her topic for an entire year, but also
successfully winning the confidence
of the community members with

The Watson
Fellowship is a
one-year grant
awarded to graduating seniors
for independent
study abroad.

whom she will work. "I really want to
engage myself with their activities. "
she said.
Justine Ludwig 's passions reside
in the art world. After working for
five museums, one gallery, an auction house and as a studio assistant
for two artists, Ludwi g was inspired
to apply for a Watson . Many different people and places contributed to
her proposal idea , "Living Art: The
Artistic Self in Non-Western
Contexts." "Talking to various artists
about their art and to curators was a
big inspiration for me ." Ludwig said.
"And I' ve always been very interested in the concept of 'the cabinet of
curiosity ' for most of my life—how
different cultures arc presented in
different contexts. " Ludwig, who
hopes to eventually become a contemporary art curator herself,
believes her project will offer a different perspective on the arts. - She
hopes to travel to India, Egypt and
Nigeria to explore how contemporary art in the East is highly limited
due to the preconceptions of what

Justine Ludwig

Christine Avena
J^-.

A

Stephanie Bowman

Andrei Roman

the art of these nations ought to look
like. "I want to explore questions of
artistic identity in the location where
the art is made, with the people making it and understand the realities of
these countries as opposed to romanticized conceptions held by the
West...This is an amazing opportunity to have my view of the world challenged and have what 1 know put
into question."
Andrei Roman. like Bowman and
Avena. drew much of his inspiration
for his proposal from childhood
experiences. An international student
from Bucharest , Romania. Roman
grew up during his country 's tumultuous transition from a communist
dictatorship to a democracy. His proposal. "Pursuing Happiness: The
Mysterious
Link
Between
Development and Weil-Being. "
investigates remote communities in
Ecuador, Chile , Tanzania , Guinea
Bissau and Bhutan that have been
affected by sudden or accelerated
development. Roman will talk to
people in these communities and ask
them to share ideas about what happiness used to represent prior to their
sudden integration into the outside
world and what it represents to them
now. "Most importantly, I will try to
understand how the construction of
happiness influences the people 's
hopes and expectations for the future
and the ways in which communities
mobilize around them ," he said
Roman 's Watson proposal explores
development from a fresh angle. He
suggests that development may not
always be desirable and that its
social and psychological effect'
should be scrutinized attentively. "I
think the study of happiness is essential for development, but it cannot be
conducted by simply looking at figures ." Roman said. "I want to understand the experiences and the peop le
who lie behind those figures. And at
the same time, I want to challenge
my own construction of both development and happiness."
On Wednesday, Nov. 7, these four
nominees will enter the national pool
of other nominated Watson proposalfrom the 46 participating institutions
Over 45 students from this pool wil l
receive a $25,000 grant to cany out
their project proposal in the country or
countries of their choice. Fellows are
not responsible for a final project
Their grant money is invested solch
in their experience, and in the new
insights and lessons they will brini:
back to their homes from time spent
ahroad
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Mayf lower Hill 's distingu ished poet next door Opportunity Maine benefits
students, state economy
By ANNA KELEMEN
NEWS STAFF

"Too many speak of whippoorwtlls as if they knew them." Reading
these lines of poetry, it is not surprising to find that Arthur Jeremiah
Roberts Professor of Literature Ira
Sadoff finds time to feed the birds in
the early hours of the day before he
leaves his home to come teach on
Mayflower Hill. When Sadoff first
usited the campus, he felt he could
not resist joining the teachers in the
[inglish department whom he found to
be "incredibly humane, literature-loving people who [were still passionate
.iivin j their teaching and cared about
[their] students." Now, 30 years later,
he himself is a beloved professor of
English literature who is in touch with
between 40 and 50 former students.
Sadoff, who speaks of teaching as "an
enormous blessing" which allows him
to ¦talk about what [he loves] and

writing program at Colby. Because
he regards teaching as an "opportunity to keep growing," Sadoff regularly changes the courses that he
teaches, and his current interests and
thirst for new experiences have led
him to shift his focus to teaching literature courses.
As he has grown older, Sadoff says
that the focus or "poetic eye" of his
poetry has shifted along with his interests. While he "used to write more
directly about [his] experiences , [he
is] now much more interested in other
people and other people 's experiences." Furthermore, he is currently
revising a book he has written, which
was recently accepted for publication,
about writing "inside history."
Sadoff, who teaches during one
semester and JanPlan each year,
spends his summers and time off taking advantage of living in Maine.
While he does not look directly for
inspiration from his various excursions, he and his wife "do a lot of
hiking and [go on] adventures" together. Recent
summer trips have been to
Rangeley and Acadia as
well tours along the coast
While he is teaching, Sadoff commits 12-hour days to his work with
students. A self-described "homebody," Sadoff portrays a typical
school day as beginning at 5:40 a.m.,
when he rises to write in the studio
behind his house. He has great respect
for the study of literature, saying thai

FACULTY PROFILE
infuse that passion and intellectual
curiosity into students," is currently
teaching two classes, one on the modcm American novel and the other on
postmodern poetry.
A poet himself who is currently
working on his seventh collection of
poems , Sadoff crafted the creative

FEATURES EDITOR

Arthur Jeremiah Roberts Professor of Literature Ira Sadojf

he "doesn 't know any well-known
writer who hasn 't studied the romantics, moderns, or their own contemporaries." In his view, however, the
import of the study of literature
extends well beyond the aspirations of
any artistic endeavor. "Everybody can
use poetry to discover things about
themselves," Sadoff says, emphasizing the value of a "sensuous relationship to language.'1

COURTIS* C* IRA SAOOFF

When asked for advice to aspiring
artists, Sadoff recommends that students "read everything, be tough and
resilient," and focus on "what you
have to learn" rather than "how good
you are." After all , in SadofTs words,
writing poetry is "a lot like falling in
love. There is a good chance you 'll
fail, but if you don 't take the risk to try
something you love you will never
know how full life can be."

Who's Who

Brian Sweeney '08
By SHARON JEON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Senior Brian Sweeney is no stranger
to civic engagement. Hailing from the
ski resort town ofWatervilleValley,New
Hampshire, Sweeney has actively been

Brian Sweeney '08

involved with civic engagement since
his matriculation. As co-chair of the
Student AdvisoryBoard to the Goldfarb
Center for Public Affairs and Civic
Engagement, he helps to coordinate
many of the Center's much-publicized
events, and has made it his personalgoal
to try and improve relations between the

College and the town ofWaterville.
Sweeney is currently coordinating a
coffee house event to take place in
downtown Waterville in order to bring
college students downtown to experience all that the town has to offer.
"...There arc four colleges in
Waterville. There is a possibility to
move in a positive direction ," he said.
He believes that "the majority is a concentrated effort" that could render a
change in both the Colby and
Waterville communities.
Sweeney's activism is a part ofbroader student efforts to bridge the gap
betweenthe two communities , an effort
highlightedbythe recent Hill 'n the Ville
Festival hosted by the Student
GovernmentAssociation and Waterville
Main Street this pastSeptember.
Sweeney is a firm believer that the
more the administration, the students
and the residents of Waterville become
involved, the greater chance exists for
better town-gown relations. Asked if
he believes this to be a realistic
endeavor because of the resentment
that some Waterville residents hold
toward Colby students, Sweeney
explained that "resentmentis a reality"
but a proactive role must be taken.
Waterville is currently undergoing
redevelopment to become more attractive to both the young college crowd as
well as to young professionals who
may move into the area. To integrate
the College with the rest ofWaterville,
Sweeney's suggestions include allowCOURTESY OF BRIAN SWEENET
mg students at Kennebec Community

College to take classes at Colby.
Bowdoin has a policy allowing residents of Brunswick to take classes for
free, and Sweeney suggests implementing a similar policy
Sweeney's involvement on campus
does not end with his activism. He is also
a dedicated COOT leader, a member of
the COOT committee and is involved in
recreationalathletics. He recently ran in
the Portland hal f-marathon and was on
the track team his sophomore year.
Currently Sweeney is writing his thesis
paperon orphans in Philadelphia in the
early 19th century. In his free time,
Sweeneyloves to travel and fry fish. He
is a great fan of the outdoors and believes
his idealjob would involve outdoor education.
A history major with a concentration
in American history, Sweeney has studied abroad at the University of
Edinburgh in Scotland and spent a
JanPlan in Dijon, France. After graduation, beplans to pursue a master's degree
in history.Teachinghigh school remains
a possibility for Sweeney,who says that
he would tike to attend graduate school
but perhapsnot immediatelyafter graduating.He has taken a dassin elementary
education and is interested in discovering and exploring the United States outside of New England Asked how he
feels about graduation, Sweeney said he
believes that Colby has prepared him
greatlyand it is a bittersweet feeling to
know that he will be leaving his friends
and the college that he has gotten to
know so well.

Quilting club sews for recreation and community service
By EMILY WARMINGTON
NEWS STAFF

The Colby Quilting Club is a student group that not too many people
know about. Its office and workspace are contained within a small
room on the first floor of Leonard
*herc it holds its weekly meetings.
Ihe club has a dual purpose as a
re c reational and community service
^Itib. The group makes dozens of
small quilts for premature babies at
Maine General Hospital. Each memb« is required to make at least one
preemie quilt " per semester and is
'l^n allowed to work on personal
Projects using the club 's supplies
sad equipment.
Personal projects can be anything
&om small decorative quilts to large,
difficult-to-make comforters. In
Edition , the club also occasionally
makes a larger quilt that the entire
group helps to create. One prominent

CLUB PROFILE

example of a
shared project
is the quilt that
most students have probably seen
hanging in the Pugh Center. Several
years ago, the idea for the Pugh
Center quilt came up and various
clubs were invited to
fund supplies needed
to make a square on
the quilt in their
name. Another project was a quilt the
group made to send
as a comforting gift
to the parents of
Dawn Rossignol '04,
who was tragically
murdered in 2003.
The quilting club
has two advisors :
Temporary Secretary
Elvira Gastaldo and
Chemistry
Grader
Margaret Mundy. The two help to
teach the club members proper tech-

out their forms for second semester
financial aid and student loans can
also ask for an additional form from
the State, on which they will assert
Two years ago, Andrew Bossie, their residency and desire to receive
student-body president of the debt-relief upon graduating. The proUniversity of Southern Maine , came gram is quite simple and is designed to
up with what seemed like an illusory reward students who stay and work in
goal, a holy grail of student initia- Maine after graduation. Students, or
tives: a referendum to offer debt relief businesses on a student 's behalf, file
for college students upon graduation. for tax credit in varying amounts
Fueled by the growing problem of depending on how long the student
college tuition expenses and the dis- remains in the state. For example, if a
may of the students he represented on student paid $2,000 dollars per year in
campus, Bossie sat down with some financial aid at his academic institu.
peers to brainstorm a way of alleviat- tion , and he remains in the state for
ing post-graduation debt relief—espe- one year afterwards , the state writes
cially to Maine students. His idea him a tax credit for the same amount:
quickly gained popularity, and it was- $2,000. The same applies for student
n't long before he was meeting with loan expenses. One important caveat,
community leaders and organizations especially for private institutions like
all over Ihe state , including the Colby, is that tax reimbursement is
League of Young Voters. "The pro- capped at the tuition cost of the
gram was dreamt up by people all University of Maine , roughly $30,000.
under the age of forty," recalled Alec
The program is available to stuMaybarduk , field director for the ini- dents at state universities, private coltiative. Early advocates dispersed leges and community colleges, and
over the state to talk to students of all aids students who enroll directly after
ages at universities , colleges and high school and adults who take a few
community colleges who were sad- classes or go back to school full time.
dled with student loans. And they had The program is also inclusive in its
one central question always in mind: definition of Maine residency—one
"How can we address the issue of stu- needn't be a native Mainer to receive
dent debt in a way that isn 't just a Opportunity
Maine
benefits.
handout?" These were the makings of Therefore , a student from Connecticut
Opportunity Maine.
who attends Colby is as eligible to
After gathering the necessary infor- partake in the program as one from
mation and support, Bossie and his Maine. "All you need is a valid mailgreatly broadened group of peers ing address within the state , and
decided to form a citizen's initiative to you 're a resident ," Maybarduk said.
The contract students sign with the
be proposed on the Maine State
Referendum Ballot , and drafted the for- state upon filling out financial aid and
mal legislation themstudent loan forms is
selves. In the State of
not
binding,
Maine, a referendum
Maybarduk eagerly
may be placed
pointed out , and
directly on a ballot if
there is no penalty if
the party is able to
a student decides to
gather the signatures
leave the state upon
of 55,000 registered
graduating, regardMaine voters. "It 's a
less of his initial
huge, rather dauntintent. But he suging
process,"
gested that "even
students with the
Maybarduk admitted. With their work
Alec Maybarduk smallest inkling of
cut out for them,
staying to work [in
Field Director . Opportunity Maine
Bossie and his felMaine] post-gradualow advocates set
tion should sign up,"
out in October of last
because the potential
year to gather signatures from the peo- benefits are enormous. Mass participaple of Maine. "We had single moms tion will also signal state legislators in
who worked all day and took classes at Augusta that the initiative is indeed
a community college, who on top of popularly-supported and worth considthat were out in snowstorms collecting erable funding. "This is an important
signatures [for the program], f' ve measure," Maybarduk said , adding
worked on a lot of campaigns, and I've that "we really want Augusta to sec the
never seen such an inspiring level of impact and effect it has on Maine studedication as I saw then," Maybarduk dents and the Maine economy alike."
said. The level of dedication from
Until it takes effect in January,
advocates and willingness of voters to Opportunity Maine will continue to
sign on to the initiative was a testament undergo the formal rule-making
to its applicability. Regardless of acad- process that all recent legislation is
emic status, everyone felt that student subject to. "We're continuing to work
debt was a huge problem , and one par- out the kinks, really hammer them
ticularly acute in Maine. The state is out " before the program is impleone-third behind the rest of New mented , May barduk said. He and
England in terms of degree-holding cit- many other Opportunity Maine staff
izens, and one-third below the median and volunteers are hitting college
income of other New England states- campuses all over the state to promote
two statistics that Maybarduk said arc the program and get students
"directly correlated." Maine 's chroni- involved. One promotional method
cally lagging economy could use a reaches campuses this week in the
boost of degree-holding citizeas to "put form of credit cards bearing the
more money back into the economy Opportunity Maine logo and a brief
and raise that median income," he said. description of what the program is .
Needless to say, after only four which will be deposited in students '
months—a record time-—the move- mailboxes The cards are meant to be
ment had all of the signatures it needed. a physical reminder of looming stuThe student-debt relief initiative dent debt , and this innovative new
received ballot approval in February option for alleviating that pressure.
of last year, and found its way into The cards will also offer discounts at
another unique legislative position. In local coffeehouses, theaters and other
Maine, the state legislature can pass a student hot-spots.
As for the much-needed boost to
citizen 's referendum before even
sending it out to voters However, the Maine 's economy that Opportunity
act is rare, as citizen 's referendums Maine promotes, the program is
usually contain controversial mea- expected not only to pay for itself but
sures that the state would rather put to also to generate substantial returns
the people directly. It was a remark- within the next ten years. The theory is
able occasion indeed , then , when the that the state gains by keeping welllegislature passed the student-debt educated minds in the area, and floodinitiative overnight. Even more note- ing the workforce with better-qualified
worthy was the support it received citizens. As Maybarduk said of the
from
both
Democrats
and founding principle of the program.
Republicans. Both parties agreed it "It 's a great way to tackle student debt
was a sound investment for the state 's [and] stimulate economic developfuture, intellectually and economical- ment." As is evident by its popularity
ly. Discussions grew temporarily before and after becoming a formal
tense when one Republican accused referendum, the people of Maine clearthe program of being discriminative. ly agree
Everyone held their breath , until he
For more information about
explained , "It 's a great program. Why Opportunity Maine and how to get
not make it even bigger and broader involved, please contact Maybarduk,
in scope?" And Opportunity Maine field director, at (207) 344-7540 oi via ewas formally established.
mail at alccCu mdyvoter.org. Interested
Opportunity Maine will go into students may also refer to die program 's
effect in January 2008. Students filling website, www.opportunitynie.on'.
By ELLEN LONDON

niqucs
and
methods
for
quilting.
On
any given week , around 15 people
will attend some part of the Monday
night club meeting, which runs from
7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Alexandra
Sadanowicz *08 is
the president of the
quilting
club ,
which has been
running since the
late 1990s. Since
its founding days,
the club has progressed
from
meeting in a faculty apartment in
AMS to having its
own office, though
the space is an
admittedly tight
fit.
Sadanowicz
became involved with the club after
participating in a JanPlan program on

The club's home
in Leonard also
provides valuable space on
campus for its
members to
relax and make
use of a creative
outlet.

quilting and discovering how much
she liked it. "I feel like , for most people, it 's just that they 've seen quilts
and they really want to do it ," she said
about membership.
Two other members, Jenn Mizen
'08 and Japanese Language Assistant
Kyoko Shiga, had their own reasons
for joining. "I wanted to learn how to
use a sewing machine," Mizcn said. "I
felt like that would be a useful skill to
have." Shiga, an international student
from Japan , explained that she "really
wanted to do something creative. I
wanted to do something traditionally
American."
The club's home in Leonard also
provides valuable space on campus
for its members to relax and make use
of a creative outlet. Fun conversation
and good company make the weekly
meetings a time to let off some steam
and hang out with a mixed group of
people. In addition to all the fun
they're having, the quilting club also
provides a way for members to Icam a

How can we
address the
issue of student
debt in a way
that isn't just a
handout?

Mass media: Jump ing the gun this election season

EDITORIAL

Brid ging the Gap
Colby 360 brings to nund the ongoing struggle for institutions of higher education to merge the academic experience and the campus life experience in a way that both promotes understanding of diversity and
differences and prepares students for life after college. The program
attempts to make each important step in a student 's life outside the classroom a learning experience that helps to facilitate the skills necessary in
the real world, such as submitting a resume and cover letter to be a COOT
leader or HR.or writing a proposal and giving a brief presentation to live
in the Apartments. In tweaking various aspects of student life, the Dean
of Students Office hopes to encourage ideals which will prepare students
for the "real world"—something often forgotten on an isolated college
campus.
While some of these ideas arc not much of a leap from the status quoa resume and cover tetter is not much of a change from filling out a twopage application-some of the changes outlined in the program will be big
for students. Rising seniors will most likely be surprised, and annoyed,
when they learn their dream room is contingent upon an effective presentation outlining why they deserve that room and what they will do with
it We're guessing keg races and handcuff parties might not be the magic
words for admittance to the Apartments.
Designed to have minimal impact at first and to grow gradually, Colby
360 will eventually represent the College's attempt to brid ge the gap
between academics and the rest of college life. What is more striking than
the potential changes is the fact that such sweeping alterations are necessary at the institutional level on the Hill. At the Echo, we speculate as to
why elements which arc imperative to a successful and meaningful college experience—such as taking on personal responsibility, participating
in cooperative and diverse learning experiences, honing professional
writing skills and making healthy decisions—cannot happen organically,
without administrative influence. It seems that on a campus filled with
students as intelligent, dedicated and open-minded as we have at the
College, such ideals should not require forced instiiution.il reform, but
instead should be a part of the everyday experience. As this is not currently the case, wc question what that says about our student body and what
wc stand for as a collective.
However, as the administrators pursuing Colby 360 believe, these
notions may become more naturally integrated in the future. As the plan is
unveiled and strategically implemented, the hope among adnunistrators is
that students will begin to pursue these goals themselves—in a way that is
never contrived and is always genuine. With respect to ideas of community building, personal responsibility and group cooperation, it is our belief
that students on the Hill will continue to make progress both individually
and collectively. This is the kind of progress that in the future we can truly
be proud of, and will further not just the reputation of the College but the
individual experience of each student in attendance. We are interested to
see how Colby 360 pans out and what types of outcomes it generates.

By JENNIFER COX
OPINIONS EDITOR

Every tune 1 open a newspaper or
rum on a news station, 1 wonder if I
somehow managed to launch months
into the future. I seem to have missed
vast stretches of the 2008 presidential
elections. 1 can 't remember the day
when thirteen of the seventeen candidates dropped out of the race, and left
Clinton, Obama. Guliani and Romney
to duke it out. These four candidates
arc usually the only names posted
across news bulletins , their every
political move plastered in images and
articles. There is an occasional article
on another runner, but only if he/she
has done something obviously controversial or bashed one of the front runners. Sometimes I think I've missed
the primaries entirel y. It 's a
Clinton/Guliani race? Obama and
Romney arc closing in for the kill?
Indeed , I must have been sleeping as
these results unfolded.
1 have f ound the media coverage of
the elections frustrating and biased.
Experts and journalists have written
off candidates before the actual elec-
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actually have a shot at winning, it
makes sense for us to start taking them
more seriously. But what came first:
the chicken or the egg? The media 's
portrayal of who is important is so
selective that it is hard to imagine any
of the other men being capable of succeeding in the polls.
As someone primarily focusing on
the
Democratic
election,
I
am

Exposure...is
absolutely crucial. Millions of
dollars are spent
on polls which
can be powerful
and informative,
but not a single
ballot has been
cast yet. This
game isn't over.

early Clinton and
Obama pulled away
from the rest of the
pack. Is it because
they are the most
controversial
or
refreshing candidates? Or is it
because they are
truly the best? It is
hard for me to
believe that a nation
could arrive at that
decision
before
debates had begun
and platforms were
complete and fully
released. This is not to say that
Clinton and Obama aren 't fantastic
candidates. But they are not the only
candidates. And it is possible they are
not the best. Would candidates like
John Edwards or Joe Biden be faring
better in the polls if their faces were
flashed around as often as their colleagues '? Exposure—cspecially in

Dumbledo re 's coming out story

By DANA BREAKSTONE
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

SPECIALS

tion has even begun, and have touted
other candidates as obvious or probable winners. Though news articles
vaguely cover the candidates' policies
and plans, they are certainly not the
focus. These politicians arc publicized
more for the controversy they create
than their actual platforms. If Clinton
takes a dig at Obama, it 's certain to
turn up as the first
headline you sec the
next morning on
your average station
or news source.
Naturally, it 's crucial
to sec the candidates
interact and challenge each other
politically
and
socially. With this as
the center of public
interest , more subtle,
important details go
Most
missing.
Americans live busy,
stressful lives and
don 't have the time
or motivation to
spend heirs delving
deeper than into just the basic surface
of current events. We take what wc
read at face value, and trust the media
to give us the information that truly
counts. The media has an obligation to
make decisions about what should be
covered. If candidates- are leading in
the polls, then it makes sense for them
to be examined more closely. If they

When I first opened J.K.
Rowling 's first book, Harry Potter
and the Sorcerers Stone, my imagination took flight. Being a ten-yearold girl living in between layers of
fantasy and fiction , what else could 1
have done? As each new novel was
released , I was that girl standing in
line at midnight, anxiously awaiting
the pickup of my pre-ordered book.
At the center of everything, however,
was my life of Harry Potter. I wanted
to live and breathe what these books
and characters were about: from wizardry to Hogwart's to Harry and let 's
not forget , homosexuality?
Or at least that is the new enchantment in the making. Well, sort of. J.K.
Rowling recently introduced a new
motif in her Harry Potter sequels
when she announced at Carnegie Hall
the apparent homosexuality of the
powerful
and
wise
Albus
Dumbledore. His public "outing" was
welcomed by surprised faces and
thunderous applause and cheering.
But these were just the immediate
reactions of the group of Harry Potter
advocates in Carnegie Hall that day.
Not all the reactions have been as
positive and welcoming as those.
Questions arise as to why she kept
this information private and decided
to announce it after the fact; other
fans question whether or not his outing is, in fact, real; and lastly, docs

this have an impact of rave and
review of the novels?
Rowling has said that "the Potter
books in general are a prolonged
argument for tolerance, a prolonged
plea for an end to bigotry." In a world
struggling for equality and recognition with every orientation, whether it
is sexual or racial or anything else.
Dumbledore's sexuality is, in a way, a
relief. Within a book series of fantasy
and imagination , anything but the
ordinary goes, yet the nature of the
novels is typical—magic, witchery,
elves .
fire-breathing
dragons,

In a world struggling for equality
and recognition
with every orientation...
Dumbeldore's
sexuality is, in a
way, a relief.
dwarves and so much more. While
these are common components of the
Potter novels, the ultimate goal of
Rowling 's books is a plea for tolerance and acceptance. This above all
else , is the biggest lesson for both
children and adults. Rowling's ability
to incorporate these messages of
being different, of being special {and
also of being accepted) into the funfilled fantasy world at Hogwart 's
allows Dumbledore 's homosexuality
to ease into the minds of the readers
Ease? That is exactly what I mean.
The "abnormality " of the characters

and of the story itself calls for at least
some degree of tolerance, and now
Rowling has introduced just another
piece to her diversity puzzle. But why
did she decide to tell all after the fact?
Rowling might argue that it was just
superfluous information, and that
Dumbledore 's homosexuality neither
changes nor influences the novels.
Ask a homophobic teenager what he
thinks, however, and you probably
won 't receive the same answer.
Unfortunately, the lack of understanding and support for people who
deviate from the "norm" still remains
a huge influence in our society.
Would they have bought the second,
third, or so on novel if they knew the
sexual preferences of their favorite
wise wizard , Albus Dumbledore?
Many of us would like to believe the
answer to be "yes", but I do not
believe it is as simple as that. And if
this were in fact the case, the popularity of Rowling's novels might just be
the opposite of popular—what many
of us know to be "unpopular."
Albus Dumbledore 's reputation as
the caring and powerful headmaster
of Hogwarts is unchanging, whether
he is straight, gay, or bisexual. His
positive influence on both the characters in the Harry Potter novels, as
well as on children and adults in the
"real" world, not only accepts being
different, whether one is a Mugglebom, half-blood or pure-blood, but
now represents another growing sector of our society, the LGBT community
(lesbian,
gay, bisexual ,
transgender). He demonstrates to the
world the normality of being different , and accepts all the distinctions,
because let 's be honest, everyone has
got something different and enchanting brewing in their bones,

our fast-paced society—is absolutel y
crucial. Millions of dollars are spent
on polls which can be powerful and
informative, but not a single ballot
has been cast yet. This game isn 't
over. In 2004, Howard Dean was predicted to dominate the race in Iowa,
but when all was over John Kerry
rocketed from his third-place poll
standing to take the crucial state. If
the states take forecasters by surprise .
it doesn't prove that they 're not influential. It merely shows that wings can
happen despite their predictions.
I do not expect the coverage of the
elections to change anytime in the
near future. If voters want the truth
about candidates they must actively
seek it. Don 't believe that one person
is the most progressive because everyone else is telling you that he or she is
the most progressive. Come to that
decision after considering the platforms of every single candidate. It 's
not too late for this race to change. If
you are undecided take a hard look at
each politician and support who you
think is truly the best. Strategic voting
can be important , but a vote for someone who is not in the top four is far
from a wasted vote. Take the time to
read the material and make conscious,
informed decisions. Don 't worry: contrary to popular belief, you haven 't
missed the election. Just make sure
you don 't actually sleep through it. It
could be one of the most crucial elections of our time.

YOU WON'T BE
YOUNG FOREVER

I'M NEVER GOING TO RETIRE
By C.W. Bassett

How about a totally disgusting
"old guy" narrative? You haven 't
had one of those all semester long,
and it 's time you started paying
attention to the slings and arrows of
whatever makes Grampy's life what
it is. And we alt know that those
slings and arrows make Grampy 's
future nasty, brutish, and short.
Yeah, I can hear you out there,
cackling and snorting, confident ID
your late teens/early twenties
invincibility that (a) you 'll never
have any physical ills; and (b) you
will never die. Never, ever. You 're
never going to grow old either.
You 'll spend the rest of your life
working at some Wall Street firm
all day and playing beer die all
night. Perpetually 21.
Uh huh, you sure as hell are! Until
all of a sudden you wake up and you
can 't move the left side of your beersoaked body. Let 's pray that it is
only that your underwear has shrunk
and temporarily squeezed off circulation to the arm with the wristwatch
and the scalp with the part in your
hair (if indeed you do *part * your
Continued on Page 7

Students on the Street
What do you think Colby 360 means?

"Colby sponsored skate park. You mean it 's not
a skate park?"

—James riolette '11

"Aren't there 360 days...l mean 365?."

—Annie Laban '10 and Sameera Anwar '10

"My mind goes blank when I hear it because it
sounds like math."
—Hannah Wagner 'It

"It's a bake sale! 2 pi!"

— Spencer Crim '09 and Sophie Sarkar'U

1

Environmental Issues

California Fires: Prevention impossible I Boiling slowly like f r o g sin a pot

SHARON JEON
r B CONTRIBUTING
y
WRITER
The week-long wild fires that
ilazcd across Southern California last
reek have finally been contained to a
manageable four, as this catastrophic
onflagration gradually winds itself
(own. Earlier in the week, strong
unds had thwarted firefighters '
fTorts to try to douse the fires as an
stimated 1 million people fled the
tea in addition to the evacuees of
150,000 homes. San Diego has suffered greatly as a mass migration
ccms to be taking place and thouands are left on the street. Governor
Vrnold Schwarzenegger believes the
tot weather, strong winds, and dry
neas to have been "a perfect storm for
i fire." On Tuesday he declared a
tate of emergency for the state of
California as the wildfires continued
9 bum. Countless firefighters have
isked their lives as the fire , which has
iieaked havoc across Southern
California , struggles to be maintained.
The fires are suspected to have
aused over $1 billion in property
lamage in addition to raising concerns
tm health and the environment. The
¦ ¦Mi ne.-, that have ravaged Southern
California are undoubtedly one of the
tate 's worst natural disasters leaving
2 dead , 78 injured and destroying
norc than 2,300 buildings. It has also
«n one of the greatest evacuation
iTorts in the history of California. The
ires have also contributed to the emis¦tons of greenhouse gases equivalent
o (hose of 440,000 cars over the
ourse of a year according to the
environmental Protection Agency.
Allowing the tragedy, many were

advised to stay indoors so as to not
breathe in the hazardous fumes and
particles that could cause serious
health complications, such as irritation
to the skin, nose and throat.
The recent confession of a young
child confirms the origins of the
Buckweed Fire, which has killed four
people , burned 38,000 acres and
destroyed 63 buildings , to be the
work of an arsonist. Sgt. Diane Hechl
of the LA County announced the
child's confession to having started
the Buckweed Fire on Friday,
October 21. His case will be presented to the Los Angeles County District
Attorney's Office at a future date for
further action. The boy, whose name
and age have not been released, could

The capriciousness of natural
disasters and of
human nature
can only allow
us to foresee so
much.
face enminat charges. He had been
playing with matches in the Agua
Dulce area where strong winds
helped carry the fire over 38,000
acres of land. The fires spread to
eventually destroy 21 homes as
countless people were left homeless
in and around the Agua Dulce area.
It remains the suspicion of both
Governor Schwarzenegger and several authorities that other isolated fires
within Southern California are the
handiwork of a concerted group of
arsonists. So far one suspected arsonist has been shot *and five have been
taken into custody. The police encour-

age anyone who has information to
come forth for a potential reward of
$285,000 as investigations for the culprits continue.
The fires have devastated many of
Southern California 's residents as
well as unsettled the nation. In his
Thursday visit to several destroyed
regions, President Bush vowed that
"California will not be forgotten."
His words resound with an uncanny
echo in the hearts of the bereaved
who have lost almost everything in
the light of this tragedy.
The fires which have completely
ravaged Southern California could not
have been avoided. Although the fires
were not naturally caused, it is not the
government's duty to try to flush out
the foolhardy individuals who delight
in setting peoples ' homes ablaze nor is
it the government 's responsibility to
try to control every young pyromaniac
who has an affinity for playing with
matches in heavily forested areas. The
Californian government acted in the
best way it could, given the circumstances, by trying to extinguish the
fires as rapidly and unobtrusively as
possible. Millions of lives were affected by the wildfires and the countless
firefighters who risked their lives to
save others must be recognized and
commended.
It seems the only viable solution
that many Californians can look to in
the aftermath of this tragedy is to
fireproof their homes or risk another
potentially devastating fire. The
capriciousness of natural disasters
and of human nature can only allow
us to foresee so much. After
Hurricane Katrina , the fires of
Southern California were one of the
worst national disasters to have hit
the United States. However, with
death comes the chance for renewal.
Ashes to ashes, dust to dust and just
like that Southern California will be
rebuilt better, stronger, and more
resilient than before.

By ISAAC OPPER

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

If you drop a frog into a boiling pot
of water, it will immediately jump out
rather than be boiled alive. If you put
the frog in a pot and then drop him
into warm water, however, and slowly increase the temperature until it
begins to boil , the frog will stay put
and ultimately die in the boiling
water. To us , this seems ridiculous.
How can a frog not realize that it is
boiling to death, even if the change is
gradual? Yet this old adage has been
increasingly used to describe
mankind's response to global warming; it is certainly fitting.
There 's no question that small
changes, even if they are important,
are difficult to recognize. The problem
with global warming is that even the
big changes and events can be difficult
to acknowledge. This is because
nobody can prove that "global wanning" actively causes any of the catastrophes that some are blaming on
global warming, since nobody truly
knows what global warming is yet.
We are now at the point where
everyone but the extremists acknowledges the existence of human-caused
climate change, but the differences in
peoples' definitions of what climate
change is still vary widely. Some view
climate change in the strict sense: that
increased C02 is causing the earth's
temperature to increase, a "global
warming." Many others say that it is
more complicated than that. Weather is
such a sensitive system, they say, and
the increased greenhouse gas emissions are throwing that system off in
ways we do not know. The earth is not

just wanning, but changing in ways
we cannot predict: hence the term "climate change" instead of just "global
warming." Though this might seem
like a subtle difference, it is an important one. The earth's warming could
have many disastrous consequences.
For example, an increase in ocean levels caused by the melting glaciers
could leave millions without homes.
The consequences of climate change,
however, could be on an even greater
scale. Extreme weather conditions
have hounded humans since they first
roamed the earth, but an increase in
these could be catastrophic.
Consider Hurricane Katrina. As
we are reminded of the disaster by

This fury will
never be there
when natural disasters happen—
even though they
might have been
caused by
humans...

worse. The problem is that no one
can prove if Hurricane Katrina was,
in fact , a consequence of global climate change. Hurricanes have been
around forever and although studies
might show an increase in number of
hurricanes and their intensity, we will
never be able to blame climate
change for any one natural disaster.
This makes it difficult to create
much incentive for action on climate
change . After the disaster of
September 11, we looked for the culprit and found it in Osama bin Laden
and AI-Qaeda who were hiding in the
Taliban regime of Afghanistan. The
public fury made it easy for Pres.
Bush and Congress to invade
Afghanistan. This fury will never be
there when natural disastershappen—
even though they might have been
caused been by humans, in the form of
climate change.
Yet when we look around we have
to be shocked. The California fires are
a recent example of what has been a
nearly constant stream of natural disasters plaguing our world in recent
years. So I have a proposition: let's not
be the frog in the pot. Let 's realize that
although none of the natural disasters
alone can be ascribed to climate
change, together they provide some
pretty strong evidence of a changing
climate causing tragedies. So let 's
unleash the fury that we do when a disaster is caused by a specific source.
We should unleash that at ourselves
who, out of laziness, waste the world's
precious resources and at our leaders,
who refuse to make significant
changes to our policies even in the
face of the harsh, but subtle, reality.

the art exhibit in the Museum of Art
and the panel sponsored by the
Goldfarb Center, we can only imagine how bad the disaster would have
been had it hit a country less wealthy
than the United States. As badly as it
was handled , donations poured in
from fellow citizens and almost all of
the people whose houses were
destroyed were able
to temporarily take
refuge in other parts
of the country. Had
Have an opinion?
Katrina hit a third
world country, the
Write a letter to the editor.
loss of life would
have been much

IWARNING FROM
IASSETT: You won 't
le voune forever
J

V

Continued From Page 6
itt, an affectation of Wall Street and
laby Boomers).
Anyway, as a certified elderly
>erson with good insurance coverge. I visit my internal medicine
'h ysician every four months or so
'ecause I have diabetes and have
lencra lly to offer up flagons of
ilood for testing and other easily
toinable bodily fluids as well. I
ike my doctor who is half my age
ul a pretty smart cookie for all that.
Office visits are not usually terri'le. except that, in my case , finding
he vein from which blood is
uracted is often difficult. Then it 's
to poking a cantaloupe with an ice
fefci except that as the cantaloupe
D question , I tend to whine a lot.
lie nurse is always terribly apolo:e'ic , claiming that her ice pick is
rooked or something, but I am in
°rnc discomfort until the little plask blood container is full enough.
But because I had been suffering
torn diarrhea of late . Dr. Raph
titled that I had to have tests done
1 -1 that other bodily excretion. I was
et » to the lab for MaineGcneral
ledical Center to pick some "eolation " paraphernalia and to get the
astructions—unspeakably embarking—from a lab person. And
ecause between "collection " and
ke lab tests necessary for this procure , I had an hour to get from my
,a, hroom to Thayer 's laboratory,
Urlng a now-capped container.
Damn, it 's bad enough with urine.
'u ' #2 , as my mother always used to
lYi Luckily the container is
Pa que. And the lab people are syma 'heti c and nice. We even had some
mr |arrassed laughs as they took
*ay what they called my "specilc n ." not that I minded. I'd driven
« a mad person over to Thayer so
13
' 1 would not have to go through
lis ugly process again. And it 'll be
*hile until I find out whether I've
81 got a nervous stomach.
Or maybe my underwear will
lrr i out to be too tight.
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this week
THURSDAY, NOV. 8
• Noontime Art Talk
12:30 run.
Ait Museum Lobby
• Comedy Show: The Late
Night Players
8:00 p.m.
Cotter UnionPugh Commons
¦Colby lmprov Performance
9:00 p-m.
Cotter/Lower Program Space
SATURDAY, NOV. 10
• Story Time In the Museum
10:00 a.m.
Ait MuseumLobby
¦ Step Show: Get 2 Steppin '
7:06 p-m.
Page Commons
• Cosby It Anniversary Concert
7:30 pjn.
Lonmer Chapel
• ColbyJan Band Performance
7:30 pjn.
Given Auditorium

COURTESY Of MICHELLE BW»

BroadwayMusicalReviewcast members during one of their many numbers As usual, this fall's show did not dissapoint . and the group p layed to full audiences throughout the weekend.

BMR delivers an enthusiastic , energetic performance
By JULIE WILSON
A&E EDITOR

V"

Here 's What 's Playing Fri. Nov.
9 through Thurs. Nov. 15:

LARS AND THE REAL GIRL
PG- 13 Nightly at 4:40 .6:50 and
8:55; also Sat. and Sun. at 12:20
and 2:30

DARJEELING LLMITED
R Nightly at 4:50. 7:00 and
9:05; also Sat . and Sun. at 12:30
and 2:40
INTO THE WILD
R Nightly at 7:30 p.m.; also Sat .
and Sun. at 1:30
LUST, CAUTION
NC-17 Nightly at 4:30
COURTESY Of MICHELLE EASTOM

The cast of BMR during one of this past weekend 's performances.

Spotlight on the Arts
Michelle Easton '08
By AMANDA MELLO
ASST. A&E EDITOR

Michelle Easton '08 said that
**every year BMR just keeps getting
better." She explained that it is hard
to pick a year that has been a
favorite because each year the cast
changes and the songs change,
which results in very different
shows. This Call capped Easton's
second year of directing BMR. She
and Emily Goodnow '08 spent
much of their summer sending emails back and forth about what
songs they wanted to see in this
year's show. Easton has taken part
in BMR every semester that she has
been at Colby, and will finish out
her senior year also directing the

spring show.
Easton said she has been singing
"since [she] could talk. " When she
was in elementary school she participated in Church Theatre and
Community Theatre. Growing up
with a mother who had been a big
singer in college, Easton was always
surrounded by music. "The first CD
I knew all the words to was Guys
and Dolt\ ," Easton said with a
laug h. Her personal favorite musical
is Spring Awakening, which won the
Tony Award for Best Musical for
2007. When she was young she
learned to play the piano and later
taught herself to play the guitar
modestly well. She also took voice
lessons for a few years in high
school, mostly for fun.

In high school . Eastern was disappointed to discover there was no
musical theatre. She and a friend
decided to start one. getting everything together to put on a show.
When she came to Colby she was
excited to find that such a group
already existed and immediately
became imolved in BMR.
Easton is also active outside of
BMR. She is a coxswain for the
men 's crew team at Colby. Easton
also works at Maine 's Children
Home for Linle Wanderers, which
runs a program for tccn mothers. In
the future she is hoping to go into
some type of social work. She currently double majors in sociology
and human de\clopmcnt. Between
all her work and extracurricular
activities. Easton does not get time
to herself very often. When she
does have time , she likes to sit
back with her roommates and
watch Law and Order.
Easton does not know what to
p inpoint as her favorite thing
about singing and participating in
musical theatres She believes one
of the most rewarding experiences is that "you get to know
people and see them come out of
their shells. " Easton clearl y
shows a passion for what she docs
here at on campus. Her passion
and excitement are visible on
stage and off. After a fantastic
BMR show on Thursday. Friday
and Saturday. Easton will probably get to enjoy a few more hours
to herself It will not be long,
however , before she begins planning, casting, choreographing and
scheduling for a show next

The opportunity to watch Mayflower Mill' s own
musical theater troupe Broadway Musical Review , only
comes around twice a year. This means that if you
missed this past weekend' s performances you 'll have to
wait until the spring semester to enjoy the comical and
rhythmic antics of BMR.
As I arrived in Page Commons on Saturday evening, I
was not met with the usual empty auditorium: rather, festooned tables , refreshments, and an enthusiastic crowd had
transformed the venue into a place fit for dinner theater.
Michelle Easton '08 and Emily Goodnow '08. two of this
year 's directors, kicked off the show with an animated
"Welcome to BMR!" This enthusiasm was sustained
throug hout the show by cheerleader-style chants from the
balcony (back stage) and the audience. Thanking Gerry
Wrig ht, their accompanist, and the rest of the band , Eric
Braunstein and Tony Shay, the directors gave way to two
BMR alums . Whitney and Lauren , who had returned to the
lull to make a surprise performance of "There 's No Business
Like Show Business" (Annie Get Your Gun). Although it 's
always a treat to sec alumni's return performances, if they
had been incorporated into one of the larger numbers, rather
than presenting an under-practiced skit, it would' ve prevented the drawn-out build up toward the best full-cast performance of the night "La Vie Bohcme" (Rent).
If you 're familiar with the musical or recent movie Rent.
you would have recognized the characteristic table set up on
stage for this wild and up-beat song. The BMR cast made a
great decision when they placed this number at the top of
their score. Their energy and the eccentric characters the
cast portrayed prepared the audience for the talent that
would ensue throug hout the evening.
For this show, BMR chose songs from a number of

revered and lesser-known musicals which made for ai
eclectic line up: Avenue Q, a recent favorite of mine .You n
a Good Man Charlie Brown, Ragtime and Hairspray wen
all in attendance. The cast even included "Bop to the Tup'
from the recent musical phenomenon High School Mutual
I was surprised, however, by Page 's acoustics or
Saturday. Because of the full crowd , my fellow attendee
Hannah Coleman '08. and I were forced to sit in the bal
cony where the voices of the troupe and the sounds o
the band struggled to reach our cars. For next spring'
performance I will definitely arrive early enough K
reserve a seat in the orchestra section.
Three other favorites of mine were "Hail Holy Queen'
(Sister Act), "Taylor the Latte Boy" (As I Am) and "Lmli
Girls" (Annie), also known as "Colby Kids. " In the forme
performance, the well-tuned and strident voices of Chart]
Carrigan '09, Savvy Lodge ' I I , Maggie Hayes '09, Am)
Reynolds "09, Sarah Haines '10, Easton , Sammce Jaff "II
and Kclscy O'Brien "09 , outshincd every other act of thi.
night. "Taylor the Latte Boy" showed the comic sides o
Easton , Goodnow, Hayes and Katzman as they cooed ove
the boy who served their coffee at Starbucks. Finally, thi
latter performance, with altered lyrics, poked fun at on
campus, with faculty, Waterville locals, deans and sccunh
harping on "Colby Kids." A guest appearance from Spccia
Assistant to the President for External Relations Jama
Kassman made this appearance all the more laudable.
While I loved these performances, the troupe would ben
cfit from showing off some of its stronger voices in solo:
rather than muting them with group numbers. As they say.i
you got it. flaunt it. In particular , the deep and carrying voici
of John Bergeron '08 was best suited for the powerful solo:
of Les Miserables. Easton 's precise footwork, comedy ani
voice could have carried any number from Chicago.
All in all , BMR's fall performance was the perfect vwrj
to spend my rainy Saturday evening. Keep ears perked nex
spring for word about auditions and their next performance

The Darjeeling Limited lacks novelty
By KEANE NG
STAFF WRITER

After lour films and some 11 years,
Wcs Anderson still hasn 't really grown
up. Though the settings of his films
(and obviously his salary) have been
upgraded from small-town Texas
(Bottle Rocket) to uptown New York
(The Royal Tenenbaums) and most
recently, to the cosmopolitan
Mediterranean (The Life Aquatic with
Steve Zissou), Anderson is still stuck
in the same place, dealing with the
same problems: absent fathers, dysfunctional families, forlorn twenty-tothirty-somcthings
with
always
impeccable taste in clothing and
always deader than dead pan personalities. You can tell a Wcs Anderson
movie from a still frame: his meticulous attention to minutiae, his eye for
color and impeccable sense of framing
are all unmistakable. But by now his
stylistic tendencies have become
so familiar that there mig ht as
well be a copyright notice following every slow-motion shot
of people walking across the
screen as a British Invasion-era
sung plays in the back ground.
If as a stylist Anderson has
few peers, then as a director he
lacks courage. It 's heartening to
think , then, thai his latest film.
The Darjeeling /.muted (at
Railroad Square throug h Nov. 8),
almost seems like a self-motivated move to forte himself out of
his shell The film follows the illplanned "spiritual journey " of
three semt-estranged brothers as
they embark on a train ride
throug h India Anderson , a director notorious lor his obsessivecompulsive
approach
(he
storyboards every shot and pinnnfnte i>w>rv musical »>•<> ho fen*.

confronted with a film whose environment he cannot control: India , a place
bursting with people, "spicy" smelling
as Adrien Brody 's character puts it ,
decidedly new and foreign to the
Anderson oeuvre. The results of this
experiment are admittedly uneven ,
and for the most part the film falls flat.
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but here and there are glimpses of a
new emotional maturity in The
Darjeeling Limited that marks new
and enlightening territory for
Anderson and his audience.
The lifeless, emotionally bankrupt
Life Aquatic found Anderson on nonAmerican soil as well , but that film
spent more time at sea, cooped up in a
boat, than anything else. Most of The
Darjeeling Limited is similarly cooped
up, in a train, but when the brothers
arc evicted from their deluxe steeper

cabin and find themselves in unchart
ed territory, Anderson docs so too. 01
the tram, in the middle of nowhere, thi
brothers are confronted with a shock
ing event that brings them face to fee
with death and the pli ght of others It '
the same jarring sting of reality am
authentic pain that Anderson conjura
wilh Luke Wilson 's suicide scene u
The Royal Tenenbaums, except lilt
time it 's not cushioned with any iron)
before or after. Anderson 's films an
always so mannered that they ' r>
almost surreal: here, he 's workini
with something that feels decided^
like the real world.
Elsewhere, the film runs mostly "'
Anderson 's patented aesthetic and tin
comic dynamism of Brody, Ow
Wilson and Jason Schwartzmann !
brotherly bickering. Their chemistrj
is irresistibl y infectious, and make
for some of the most laugh-out-1"U(
funny moments in any Anderson "In
to date (an episode involving a T^P
per-spray gun being a stand-out)
But aside from that trio's pcrfor
mance and the brief episodewhere Anderson explores new tet
ritory, the film is ill-paced , lack s:
real climax , and is all too fannl'-ir
The characters seem undcr-de^t
oped , but that may be onl}
because they have been bctu'i
developed in his other films ti
The Darjeeling Limited* s brig ht
est spots make clear, Anderson ¦
efforts to push his own bound
aries are indeed successful, and hi
would do well to embrace what t
foreign to his sensibility. Perhap:
what he needs most now is ;
screenplay written by somcon*
other than himself and his friends
For the time being. The
Darjeeling Limited is a tenia""
step forward for a director, and an
entertaining, sometimes fovig0"

ralinn kill tn^lh. f1o«nul AvtltTV

Vind Ensemble 's diverse score deli ghts audiences
By AMANDA MELLO
ASST. A&E EDITOR

For the second week in a row, the
,|] Music Scries broug ht people into
jrtmer Chapel from the wind and
in for a great performance. On
iturday, Nov. 3, the Colb y Wind
directed
by
Eric
isL-mblc.
nomas , provided the audience an
ray of modem songs with its proam Native Stories and Other
$es. This year marks Thomas '
ntli year of conducting the Wind
nimble at Colby. He spends a
[of time during the year putting
get her a program for the show ,
ling through six processes. Some
these processes include looking
-si .it his list of themes and rcvispg p ieces from his musical past ,
evu he explained, "I add one
fee from my Wind Ensemble
tntor Frank Battisti' s list of the
si p ieces written for band. "
i mas goes through a few other
cesses before coming to his final
. ision, which for Native Stories
: Other Tales was a perfect mix.
(ipening with "Black I lorsc Troop,"
band march by John Phillip Sousa,
. Colby Wind Ensemble set the
natations high for a great night .
' .nn.is described this piece as "rousI and felt it had to be included in
t performance. This piece was short
,i up beat , and the Wind Ensemble
j .in excellent job of making the
> IL ri se and fall as if in a march.
II IL- group closed the first half
i;:i "The Land of the Long White
k>ud (Aotearoa)" by Philip
iarke. Thomas talked with the
rdience first explaining that the
_ is about the discovery of New
caland by the Polynesians.
hiimj s noted the ability of the
n. ID truce the journey over water
•J kind to their final destination.

He exp lained that he likes the p iece
because "it is very moving and a great
new piece in the literature. " The
longest piece in the program, "The
Land of the Long White Cloud
(Aotearoa)" captured the senses of the
audience as if truly on a journey.
During the second half, Thomas
asked the audience to "imagine a dark
and stormy night ," which was easily
accomplished considering conditions
outside. Thomas told the audience
"you can 't see that well so you think
'I' m going to stop at this hotel. " You
meet this nice man Norman...." Then
the music did the rest of the talking. As
the Wind Ensemble played "Psycho
(The Prelude)" the music built suspense, cutting through steady tones
with sharp and powerful sounds. Each
moment built to the climax which
came together very well.
The Colby Wind Ensemble closed
the night with Gustav Hoist 's "First
Suite in E for Military Band Opus 28
No. 1," a piece which Thomas said is
"one of the ten pieces that should be
done every four years." The p iece
started soft but strong and grew
louder as more instruments joined
the harmony. Chantal Balcsdcnt '08,
who plays the flute, noted this piece
as her favorite, describing how "the
three movements are very different ,
but they work well together to create a
beautiful whole. " Thomas also felt
this was a very well done piece: "I
love the balance and pure technolog ical beauty..the orchestration unparalleled in wind writing. "
Thomas felt that overall the "performance was well received." He
explained "I think the band sounds
exceptionall y tight and strong.
Especially given the smaller size of
our school." Other songs the Wind
Ensemble played were "Pablo!" by
Richard Meyer and Henry Mancini's
"Elephant Walk." For Thomas, it was
impossible to pick a favorite of the

songs played: 'Tor a musician [selecting a favorite piece] is akin to being a
chocoholic and asking what your
favorite chocolate is—invariably the
real answer is whatever chocolate I
happen to be eating or am about to

Dave s Qarrber Sri°P

eat. " Upon leaving the concert, the
Wind
l-nsemble 's
audience
expressed its satisfaction with the
performance. Throughout the nig ht
the performance delighted the audience , with a diverse program.
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Shoppers browse through student artists 'knitting, pottery and jewelry outside Cotter Union on Friday, Nov. 2.
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Y73 's Preparationssuits f ull-album listeners
By JAMIE POSTER
STAFF WRITER

Htm many peop le do you know
1 want to be a DJ? You can find
¦i ni ght club , a discotheque , in
- school, hell, they could even be
' <• - in your sock drawer (it 's true,
1 wk). They 're trying to get you to
Some are dropping beats for
nip artists, some just dropping
Well , there 's another genre out1 I DJs that 's been growing under
¦ •urfjtee for awhile. That 's where

I

Profuse 73
Preparations
Warp Records

Prefusc 73 (P73) not only fits , but he 's
paving the way. P73 is the marriage of
elcctronica and hip hop, "glitch hop "
if you will , creating an ambiance like
no other.
If you 've never
heard of P73, you
might know him
by one of his three other musical
titles: Dclarosa and Asora, Savath and
Savalas , or Piano Overload. Of
course, you might just know him as
plain old Guillcnno Scott Hcrrcn.
Perhaps his close friends even call
him Giles. No matter what you
address him as, you can certainly
call him a superbly crafty DJ.
Please don 't misunderstand
me; I am not calling this an album
filled with singles wedged
between number one hits. In fact,
the only songs on Preparations
that 1 think could even really
stand alone arc "The Class of 73
Bells" and "Spaced + Dissonant."
I have chosen these songs because
they arc the only two I have found
that manipulate change to create a
sense of motion. Instead , this
album is an experience. It creates
an ethereal tone like listening to
the rain while lying in bed or
floating throug h a nighttime

kaleidoscopic sky. P73' s sound collages glue together clips from bummer freak folk artist Diane Cluck to
ambient post-rockers School of
Seven Bells . All
of this delightfully
worked
together
over
quite accessible hip hop beats.
Perhaps the hi ghlight of this album
is the bonus disc , "Interregnums. "
This "bonus" disc contains some o\~
the best work in the set. Leaving
behind the drum beats and glitch
world , P73 enters into the orchestral
pop circuit on this disc , producing a
less grounded effect in a more experiential manner. "Interregnums " was
ihe base for cutting and pasting on
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Preparations, an unlikel y move for a
DJ. Again , not a compilation filled
with one song that I would choose
over another, but I' ve been listening
to this album non-stop all day. Each
tune 1 discover something new,
whether it be an orchestral gesture,
change in instrument , or an overlooked "swoosh" sound.
The first time I met P73 was when
he samp led songs by The Books, cleverly titling his album Prefuse 73
Reads The Books and naming each
track "Pagma Uno" throug h "Pagina
Ocho." I would also highly recommend thai album if you have not heard
it before. Preparations is my second
encounter with P73. but I can 't wait to
sec what P73 is preparing for us next.
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By Steve Erario
J*0^ ^ quality our commnIfyou 'vc never DKI^VJ FVN ' wLlff" REM bas a numberof
community
spaets
available to
REM Center in downtown Waterrent in 'The Cemfcjahe large
ville, this is your chance: the
bnck building next to Jorgenson 's
Colby WatervilleAlliance
and the Opera House doagtown.
(fonnerty-tlie Colby South End
REM grew out ofa specific
Coalition) will be using "The
need for community reviv^r\
Center" as a venue for (heir
wllhin Kf nncbec County in 1996.
anraial Cider Social Uiis Friday
Toe organbtbon outlines cigflfof
the 9th at 7PM. Like years past.
it should prove a fantastic oppor- men pooVWeiopchiding,among.
others: developing a vibrant ocontumty to mix and bungle with
cntedajfjColby students and Waterville
°my.promc*ing-ariA&
mint, and expanding"(ilness airj)
residents
A ©
recreation.
/
The evcot wiU feature Colby
To find oiirmoreabout REffl
and Waterville lalcnl ranging
mi 10 vicw a calendar ofjj rats
from acapclla to step dancing'io
happening in the Watervifnicoman acoustic performance Spccitically. look for appearances by mumiy, go to www.R5Ml.org . . .
au d make sure to gctXlpvtn to the
the Colby Steppers. Blue Lights.
REM Center Frirfa^rNovember
and Mcglomauiacs. as well as
Waterville 's own Raffi DiSenno- 9m at 7PM)
.myflBj™
nian.
~UT f
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performance is owned by REM
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(Revitalizing Energy in Maine), a
k l 't i i
non-profit organization support*..ar
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ing REMnet."a network of over
2000 volunteers workinn to im-
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Brown has compiled a 6-3 singles record, as he
played the maionrv if the fall season m the number one
position He nude quarterfinal appearances at the
Middlebur> Collegi Invitational toumamcnl on Sept
23, and at the Intercollegiate Tennis Association New
England Regional tournament on Sept 29. Brown
reached the scmi-finais of the "A" flight at the Wallach
InvitatKMial. where last season lie was the champion.

Mollie Puskar '08
WOMEN'S SOCCER
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This season, De Sherbinin went 5-1 in singles and I0 in doubles with partner Gracie Shanks. She earned a
quarterfinal appearance at the New Eng land Women 's
Intercollegiate Tennis Toiimameni \ L here she competed
at the third singles spot At the NEWITT De Sherbinin
took a win over an opponent from Simmons College, yet
fell in the quarterfinal game against a Williams College
athlete.

I Katie McCabe '08
WOMEN'S SOCCER
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As four-year starter for the Mules, senior captain
Puskar has been the anchor of the team 's defense during the duration of her collegiate career. Puskar led by
example on the field, and acted as one of the most consistent players for the Mules. She was an NESCAC
All-Conference Second Team selection in 2006 and
will likely cam a similar recognition this season.

Senior captain McCabe is the all-time assist leader
for the women's soccer program at Colby. She broke
the previous record in the fall season of her junior year
and has continued to add to it ever since. She finishes
her collegiate career with 24 assists, and she contnbuted five assists and goals towards the 2007 season. She is a two-time AH-NESCAC second team
selection, earning the recognition in 2005 and 2006.

A junior forward, Boertzel was a true danger man
for the Mules with his outstanding speed and dangerous crosses on the flank. He finishes the season with 10
assists and one goal, which puts him second in the conference's assists category and tenth in overall points.
On Sept. 22 Boertzel led his squad to a 4-0 victory over
me Trinity Bantams as he netted a goal, and added two
assists.

Senior captain Waters graduates as a three yeardefendefensive starter and one of the most reliable and talented
lMule
Mule
alers
athletes. Although he anchored Colby 's defense,"Waters
was also the "player we'd move up if wc needed asecret
secret
weapon in the attack," Coach Mark Serdjenian
1 said,
said
Waters proved his offensive power when he scored*8°*
a goal
in the Mules' final match of the season against Bates,
tes. 10to
bring Colby ahead of the Bobcats.

Meredith Lawler '09

Jenny Lawrence '09

Anna King '08

John Swain '08

VOLLEYBALL
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Lawler. a junior nnddle-bloeker for the Mules . leads
the team in kills with >34 . Lt K game average of 3.27. In
a 3-2 win at Bates College on Oct 17 . Lawler led
Colby with 23 kills to edge out a win against the
Bobcats A gainst Husson on Oct 9. Lawler led the
Mules to a 3-0 win with 12 kills Lawler is poised to
return next season as a dominant force in the NESCAC.

Junior setter Lawrence leads Colby in sets, totaling
801 of the Mules total 1057. In a 3-0 victory over
Husson College on Oct. 9, Lawrence had 13 assists and
eight aces injust two games. Lawrence also helped lead
the Mules to a 3-2 win over Bates College on Oct. 17
when she earned 15 assists.

Nate Seiberling '11

Ben Cunkelman '11

ROOKIE OF THE SEASON

ROOKIE OF THE SEASON

CROSS COUNTRY
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Swain has been the lead runner for the Mules ¦
allsea
season, and finished an impressive 15th place overall
**"a at
the NESCAC Championships on Oct. 27, where
re the
senior Mule covered the 8-kilometer course
M a at
Williams College in 26:44. At the State of Maine**
Meet
on Oct. 13, Swain took eighth with a time of 26:27.90
W'
as Colby placed fourth out of nine teams.
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As a first-year forward, Seiberling started every
game for the men 's soccer team this season and made
his presence known He finished second on the team in
goals (4) and third in points (11) He scored his first
collegiate goal on Sept. 12 against Husson College to
tie the game at 2-2 in the 62nd minute. The Mules went
on to win, 3-2.
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Cunkelman, one of six first-years running for men 's
cross country this fall, had an impressive showing at
die NESCAC meet held at Williams on Oct. 27.
Cunkelrnan covered the 8K course in 28:16.80 , finishing 2nd for the Mules varsity and 67th overall. He
looks to improve on his time as the top seven competes
in the New England Division III meet on Nov. 10.

COURTESY Of BEN MAWrtWrtT

Ross was a force on both the soccer and field hockey
pitches this fall, pulling both of his teamsto meir respective
championship matches. In competitive soccer, Ross played
midfield for the powerful The Worst The Best Can Get
team, which won the finals of this year's tournament Ross
brought varsity-level skill to the field, scoring frequently
and contributing all-around selfless play.
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A force in
goal
captain Enos has kept the Mules in numerous games
goal
withseason, she
throug
her collegiate
career This
saved hout shots
122
on
and finished
a IS 13 save
percentage. As an on-field leader for the Mules, "her
teammates have come to depend on her voice in the
backfield duing the games," Coach Amy Bcmatchez
said.

Greg Enos '08
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Candon, a senior wide receiver for the Mules, leads
Colby in receiving yards (390), catches (36) and touchdowns (four) this season. Candon has had several impressive games this season, such as his nine-catch, 147-yard,
two-touchdown performance in a home win against Bates
College on Oct. 27 and his nine-catch, 105-yard, twotouchdown showing in a victory against visiting Tufts
University on Nov. 3.

Senior defensive back Enos has been a mainstay for
the Mules on the defensive side of the ball this season.
Through seven games he has 38 total tackles, with a
whopping 29 of them as solo efforts Enos looks to finish his Colby career on a high note with a win at
Bowdoin in the season's final game, which would
clinch
the
Colby-Bates'-Bowdom
(CBB)
Championship for the Mules.

Doug Rooke '08

Tom Myers '08
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Nehrt
1
, a sophomore on the Dazzlin' Asses, is one of
the,j lefaster and more intense players on the team. He is
a aforce
on
offense and plays shutdown coverage on
^
, defense
using his above-average acceleration. When
^
' marking
ma
the disk this season, Nehrt used his quick
rcli
reflexes
and intuition to accumulate more D-blocks
l|ian
llla] the rest of the team combined.

Thompson has been masterful on the links this fall
for the Mules. At the NESCAC championships qualitier on Sep. 29, Thompson placed third overall with a
two-day total of 149, including a brilliant 73 on
Saturday. The performance landed Thompson on the
All-NESCAC first team, an honor bestowed upon just
seven golfers in the league.

Senior co-captain Rooke was a major factor in the
Mules' sweeping of the disc-stacking event at the 42nd
Annual University of New Brunswick Meet. Rooke
stacked 15 discs in the chain-saw event that requires
strength and focus to cut discs out of a log a fast as possible. Like co-captain Myers, Rooke not only has power
and technique, but the good looks that embody PV=nRT

Myers, one of the Mules' senior co-captains, led
Colby to a sixth-place finish at the University of New
Brunswick Meet on October 13th. Myers showcased his
steely resolve and unabashed talent in the fire-building
event, where even with a broken hatchet that had to be
replaced mid-competition he still boiled the water out of
his bucket faster than any other competitor.

Jamie Fierce '08

Shannon Merrell '10

Bryan Solar '08

Charlie Eichacker '08
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Justin Candon '08
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Gus Thompson '11

ULTIMATE FRISBEE

CROSS COUNTRY

Senior captain King has been the Mules' lead runner
since the second meet of the season. In the NESCAC
championships on Oct. 27, King finished 8th overall
with a timeof22:51.92. She also finished second at the
State of Maine Championships and 13th at Open New
Englands In the NE Division III NCAA qualifier . King
looks to place for the fourth straight season.
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"«'
the
ted
her
peers on
player by
in be
the team ." by Coach asset
Am> Bemalchez
Mules McGovern
proved
throughout
to be .1 valuable
for leads
the
career
worker
her
A hard
who
by example and
always gives 100% in everything she does," McGovern
was finally rewarded for her efforts when she scored
her first collegiate goal and game-winning goal in the
Mules' 1-0 upset victory over Amherst College.

^^fet.

Senior defensive tackle Poplaski made his final home
game in a Mules uniform a memorable one when he
scored his first collegiate touchdown on a fumble recovery in a 19-16 win over Tufts on November 3rd. It was a
huge game for Poplaski, who totaled two fumble recoveries and a crucial fourth quarter sack. Going into the final
game of the season, Poplaski has 18 total tackles and is
looking to build offhis monumental performance.
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Bashaw, the senior captain and running back for the
w.
Mules,
leads Colby in rushing yards as the feature
back
,ai in the team's offensive sets. Through seven
games,
^ he has half of the Mules total carries this fall
and
^has accumulated 468 yards on the ground in addi.j 0|to 197 yards receiving. Against Wesleyan on Oct.
tj on
i
6,gBashaw
had 182 yards of total offense , accounting
forformore jjjgjj half of Colby's total offensive output.
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Mike Poplaski '08

FOOTBALL

MEN'S SOCCER
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InIn her second year as the backs captain, Fierce has
The Situation field hockey team never won a ;arn
game demonstrated
fj emo
me necessary experience neededto lead this
hting
But that didn't prevent captain Burgess from lighting
year
r
yearis»,y0Ung team. In addition to her contribution as a vetnsiv
up the field as both a player and a leader. A defensive
eran
^jleader, Fierce's kicking and tackling skills on the pitch
wall and playmaker. Burgess flew around the pitch
hi like were
Wcrea large partof the team's presence. Fierce is confident
t
¦ng
greased lightning, always visibly one of the strongest
t L[a[ the
that
spring season will see a vast improvement in the
a
loyal
players on the field. Moreover, Burgess kept a l°y
team
jj ^j
's performance and looks forward to tournament play.
and hardworking team energized and enthusiastic.

During her first season as a starting A-sidc forward,
Merrell stepped it up to become a dominating force on
the pitch. The team relied heavily on Maxell's consistent hard hitting and her fearless attitude throughout
the season. The team is confident that she will emerge
as a leader in the seasons ahead, and looks forward to
seeing her continue as a stand-out player.

Solar led the Mules in tries Uiis season including two
stand-out victories over rival Bates College, scoring three
total tries against the Bobcats during the fall season. He
scored the game-winning try on Oct 27 in the last five
seconds to win the match 12-10. He notched his othertwo
tries against Bates on Sept. 22, when he battled through
the Bobcat defense in the 54th and 90th minutes of play.

Playing both the hooker and Hanker positions for the
Mules. Eichacker is an essential component of the
men 's rugby team He is described as always "being in
the right place at the time ." by rugby captain Andrew
Kabatznick "08 As an on-field leader. Eichacker made
countless crucial p lays on offense and defense throughout the season.

XC faces off
at ECAC
competition
By PAT BAGLEY
STAFF WRITER

ROB IUEVIT/TFC COLBY ECHO

Captain Chris Bashaw '08 powers through the Jumbo defense (left) and defensive lineman Mike Poplaski '08J scores the game winning touchdown (right).

Mules stun Tufts before Bowdoin showdown
By DANNY ESPSTEI1N
STAFF WRITER

Not many pundits gave Colby a
chance last Saturday, Nov. 3, against
Tufts University, considering the
Jumbos' lofty 5-1 record and their
opportunity to advance to the New
England
Small
Conference
Championship next weekend against
Middlebury College, who is also 5-1.
Possibly looking ahead to the
Middlebury game or perhaps distracted by the miserable weather conditions due to the remnants of Hurricane
Noel , the Jumbos fell as the Mules
pulled off the upset of the year thus far
in the NESCAC and beat Tufts 19-16
at Seaverns Field. In a game marred
by
unsportsmanlike
penalties,
turnovers, driving rain and 25 m.p.h.
wind gusts, Colby showed that it is
one of the most disciplined, intelligent
and well-coached teams in the
NESCAC.
The game started roughly for the
Mules when off the opening kickoff.
Tufts put together a nine-play, 3:08
minutes drive that was capped by a
Matt Russo to Stephen Black touchdown strike of 23 yards. Tufts' kicker
Greg Stewart proceeded to slip and
miss the extra point attempt on a block
by Sam Handler '09.
After a mediocre kickoff by Tufts ,
Colby struck back with its best offensive drive of the season as Billy Ryan
'08 showed pinpoint accuracy and
impressive arm strength. After Ryan
sustained a hand injury towards the
end of the long I4-play, 74-yard
drive, backup quarterback Patrick
Burns '11 came in and rolling to his

right, threw a strike to wide receiver
Justin Candon '08 in the back of the
endzone for a 16-yard touchdown .
Candon dove to his right and caught
the ball just before falling out of
bounds for an amazing touchdown
catch. Captain Chris Bashaw '08 also
had some very impressive runs, as
the Mules offensive coordinator
showed great variety in play calling
throughout the drive , operating from
the shotgun and under center while
mixing in some play-action and
sweeps.
As the weather
picked up during
the second quarter,
so did the Tufts
which
offense,
scored
on two
impressive drives,
one touchdown and
one field goal to
take a 16-6 lead into
the locker-room at
half time. On the
touchdown, Jumbo
Russo took it in
from the one-yard
line
and
Greg
Stewart added the
field goal at the end
of the half.

appeared to be a Prunier sweep to the
right until he turned and tossed the
ball to Candon wide open in the endzone. The drive was extremely
impressive considering the difficult
conditions and the usually stingy
Tufts defense. The coaching staff
should be commended for its use of
Candon over the last two games, utilizing his height and huge wingspan in
the redzone.
As the game continued deep into
the fourth quarter, it seemed as if the
Mules would have a difficult time
scoring the winning
touchdown.
The
momentum of the
game changed with
eleven minutes left ,
when the Tufts
coaching
staff
decided to try a
play-action pass in
the driving rain. As
Russo 's arm came
back , the football
inexplicably flew
backwards out of
his hand. Colby
defensive lineman
Mike Poplaski '08,
in the process of
rushing the passer,
scooped up the ball
and sprinted 25
yards for the game winning touchdown. The Mules celebrated , and
Tufts was unable to get anything
going offensively the rest of the
game. Colby 's entire defense did a
terrific job rushing the passer and
deflecting long passes as it knocked
starting quarterback Russo out of the
game. Tufts committed an unheard-

Colby defensive
lineman Mike
Poplaski '08, in
the process of
rushing the
passer, scooped
up the ball and
sprinted 25
yards for the
game winning
touchdown.
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half began and the
rain started to fall heavier at Seavems
Field, it seemed as if scoring would be
more difficult. On the contrary, the
Mules began the second half on
offense as they did the first with
another long scoring drive capped by
a second Candon touchdown from
nine yards out, this time thrown by
RB Dan Prunier '10. The trick play

of four unsportsmanlike penalties
throughout the game and ended
many drives with these unnecessary
infractions. The Mules, to the credit
of the coaching staff and the entire
team, did not commit one 15-yard
penalty throughout the game and
were extremely disciplined.
Statistically, both teams produced a
decent amount of offense considering
the weather obstacle. The Mules compiled 313 yards of total offense in victory while Tufts had 272 yards.
Through the air, Ryan was 19 of 33;
totaling 208 yards while Bums threw
one pass for 16 yards and a touchdown. For Tufts , Russo was 18 of 33
for 189 yards and one touchdown
while the backup was 0 for 5 passing.
The Tufts running backs combined for
36 carries for 129 yards and one
touchdown while the Mules combined
for 39 carries for 96 yards. Candon
again had a huge day with nine catches for 105 yards and two touchdowns.
Poplaski was the defensive star of the
day for the Mules with his huge fumble recovery and touchdown return
that proved to be the game-winning
touchdown. In the fourth quarter he
also contributed another fumble
recovery and one key sack.
Next week, the Mules will travel to
Brunswick for the Colby-BowdoinBates Championship game against
Bowdoin College. Bowdoin abused
Bates College last weekend 31-7 and
is poised to give the Mules a tough
game this weekend. The Polar Bears
currently boast the same 2-5
NESCAC record as Colby. They have
earned a win against the Bobcats, and
a 28-14 season-opener victory over
the Williams College.

this week
in sports
SATURDAY, NOV. 10
W OMENS CROSS COUNTRY
@ NE Division III Meet
MENS C ROSS COUNTRY
@ NE Division 111 Meet
FOOTBALL
@ Bowdoin

Back at Williamston, Mass. for the
second consecutive weekend, the
men's and women 's cross-country placed 87th and covered the eigh
teams competed in the Division HI kilometer course in 28 minutes and ]
Eastern Colleges Athletic Conference seconds. Dan "Comer Office" Ma
Championships on Nov. 3. The '08 finished twelve seconds and fij
women placed fifth out of 31 teams, places behind Hall. Andy "the fred
man" Maguire * 11 was the hundred!
and the men ranked 16th out of 37.
Lane Marder '08 led the charge for finisher in the race; he ducked und
the Lady Mules, placing tenth, cover- the 29-minute barrier by two second
ing the six-kilomeMike
"Pud
Bienkowski '10.
ter course in 23
minutes and 24 sechockey
play:
turned endurani
onds. Five places
runner,
behind her, Jen
showt
MacDowell '09 finincredible improw
ment over the se
ished with a time of
23:37.
Hannah
son, finishing foi
places and a sea
Taska '09 led the
next wave of blue
three
secom
behind
Maguir
and white into the
Bienkowski's tim
finishing
chute,
29:01, shattered h
placing 46th with a
time of 24:39. Greta
personal record I
over one minut
Wells '11 was the
next Mule to finish ,
Andy Maguire 1
' 1 John "Sunny-l
Deascentis '11 ai
placing 59th in a
Runner
Kyle "Easy Mai
time of 25:05. Firstyears
Jessica
Smith '08 rouodi
the team 's scoi
Mullaney
and
Debbie Merzbach rounded out the with 127 and 144 points, respective!
According to Moss, the ECA
team's scores with respective finishes
of 68th and 112th place.
championship is a unique expeneni
The squad amassed a total of 172 for the cross-country team. He sa
points. This score was good enough to that "while a number of teams choo!
edge out 29 other teams, including to race their top seven varsity runner
Bates College (6th place, 181 points), Colby Cross Country traditional!
yet the Mules faced stiff inter-confer- races their second seven (i.e. run)
ence competition. William 's College ranked 8-14 on the team roster). Th
won on the home course with a domi- is great because it gives younger gu]
nant score of 47 points. Amherst on the team a chance to run in a van
College's Lord Jeffs were the runners ty race against other team's varsii
up with a score of 63 points and squads."
Middlebury College place third with a
Maguire, one of the younger atl
letes, saw definite advantage to beit
score of 104.
The men earned 16th place with a able to have that racing expenenb
score of 479 points. While the men "Everybody ran very well. It was
managed to beat at least half the 37 very solid way to end the season, ?
teams represented, they were bested have a lot to be proud of and a lot I
by all New England Small College be excited about for future seasons '
Athletic Conference teams at the
It's not over for the top seven van
meet The Williams men joined their ty runners, though. The top seven mi
female compatriots on the top step of and women are off to New Londot
the podium, winning with a score of Connecticut to compete in the Nc
41 points. Amherst earned 171 points, England Division HI Championship c
placing 6th, edging out Middlebury Nov. 10. This event is the qualifier fi
(189). Tufts University finished 10th the NCAA Division III Championshi
(286 points) and Bates finished 12th in which pundits of Colby Colltj
(385 points).
expect the women will send at least a
John *'Johnny-H" Hall '09 was the individual to the Big One hosted by 5
Mules' top finisher at ECACs. He Olaf College in Northfield, Minn

It was a very
solid way to end
the season. We
have a lot to be
proud of and a
lot to be excited
about for the
future.

Endless questions f or baseball 's off season

PLAYIN'THEFELD

By TODD HERRMANN

The World Series may have just
ended , and the long off-season is
upon us, but there is still plenty to
talk about when it comes to the baseball; plenty to keep the avid fan interested between now and the beginning
of spring training. Just in the short
penod after the World Series, baseball has alread y made news, most
importantly the firing of Joe Torre as
New York Yankees ' manager, and the
hiring of Joe Girardi as his replacement. Then there was the subsequent

hiring of Torre as manager of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, replacing Grady
Little.
Alex Rodriguez opted out of his
contract with the Yankees. It was
already the biggest contract in baseball history, worth 250 million dollars,
and he was asking for an extension
that would make it worth over 350
million dollars. The biggest question
of the off-season will be where he
ends up next year. The leading candidates are probably the Mets, Giants,
Dodgers and Angels. Where will the
other big name free agents play next
year?
Barry Bonds, now the career home
run leader, will not be returning to the
Giants. However, will he be welcome
anywhere? Mike Lowell , Boston 's
World Series MVP, is a free agent.
Will Boston bring him back? Torii
Hunter and Andruw Jones, possibly
the best fielding centerfielders in the
league, both of whom have the ability

to put up huge offensive numbers, will
both be making a lot of money next
year, but not with the teams that they
played for this year.
Bartolo Colon, once one of the
better pitchers in the league, has
been plagued by injuries for the past
two years. Who will take a chance
on him? Will Curt Schilling try to
return for one last year? Or will age
finally catch up with him? Will one
injury-plagued season end up being
his last?
Mariano Rivera, maybe the best
closer of all time, and Jorge Posada, a
perennial all-star catcher, liave both
finished their contracts with the
Yankees. Will the loss of the two of
them along with Rodriguez and Torre
signal the end of the Yankee dynasty?
They have made the playoffs every
year since 1995. Will next year be the
year that ends?
The Red Sox, with their ever-escalating payroll and run of recent play-

off success, seem to be ready to take
their place as the team America loves
to hate. Could they once again spend
50 million dollars for the rights to
negotiate with a player who has
never played in the Majors before?
Who will be this year's Barry Zito or
J.D. Drew... the player receiving a
massive contract and turning in miserable results (Zito received the
largest contract for a pitcher in baseball history last off-season and ended
up with 11 wins and an ERA of
4.53)?
Will Julio Franco ever retire? Or
will he play into his fifties? I am certainly hoping he keeps on going. Who
will get busted using steroids? Will
umpires put instant replay into use?
There is no end to questions about
baseball this off-season , so stay interested, keep paying attention. And if
you really care, like I do, well, its only
113 days until spring training begins...
so start counting down.
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The Mules ' 8-14 ranked runners competed at the ECAC last weekend
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